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TOBRUK 
by COMBAT EXPANSION AND COMMENT HAL HOCK 

aj:, 

Since its release in July of 1975, TOBAUK has 
been surprisingly well received throughout the 
wargames community, although not without 
criticism. In general, players have welcomed the 
shot-fordhot, man-for-man realism of the game 
even when such realism tends to slow down play 
~ s i o n a l l y ,  as those who try to wade through 
scenarios Eight or Nine can attest, and mostplayen 
welcome the truly innovative combat system as a 
refreshing change from the avalanche of games 
which have glutted the market in recent years. Some 
of the criticisms, however, arevalid and weH thought 
out and therefore deserve comment-not to refute 
them, but to explain further the assumptions and 
data behind the items to which they are directed. 
Perhaps by sharing these comments with all 
GENERAL readers, a better understanding of the 
game system may be achieved. 

COMPLAINTS 
Too Much Dice Rolling 

The most common single complaint which 
reviewers and players alike haveexpressed concerns 
the amount of dice rolling necessary in the 
resolution of armor-armor combat. This was 
especially true before the inclusion of the AFV 
Initiation rule which f o m d  players to wait until a 
target was within "effective range" before opening 
fire. There really is no solution to this problem 
within the shot-for-shot philosophy of the game. It 
has been suggested that, especially for the first 
scenarios where such advanced rulesas Dueling and 
Ammunition Limits do not apply and round for 
round resolution is not required, a simplified 
combat system be used such as rolling once for each 
engagement and comparing the result to a required 
number for each target to damage it. Even in the 
early scenarios, however, just too much i s  lost in 
doing this. It would be difficult to allow for varying 
levels of damage (K, M, or F), for varying rates of 
fire between acquisition and continued engagement 

of a target, for improbable but realist3c battle results 
such as a crew abandoning a vehicle which is not 
burning, and above all, more confusion would be 
generated by including two completely different 
combat systems in the game than any benefit which 
might be gained in the long run. Round-by-round 
evaluation is simply too rnucha part of TOBRUK to 
be replaced or altered without bringing on unwant- 
ed problems. Finally, it can always be asked ifextra 
dice rolling is too high a price to pay for the realism 
which it provides. 

There is No Terrain 
A number of critics of the game have noted that 

indeed the desert areas surrounding the port of 
Tobruk are not completely flat, but are broken by 
low ridges which could be used for cover by AFV's 
in the battle. Of course this is true, although most of 
these ridges are nowhere near as prominent as movie 
scenes often portray and are really difficult to even 
spot. The Undulating Cover optional rule is meant 
to simulate the common practice by both sides of 
searching for and obtaining cover behind these 
slight ridges and please note that, with patience, 
entire large units can usually find it during play. 

Over and over again during design and playtest 
of TOBRUK and its predecessors it was found that 
any more noticeable terrain than this caused each 
scenario todevolve into a battle of possession waged 
over the feature. In each case, little was discovered 
by players of the true relative value of weapons, 
which i s  what the game is all about. The only 
possible solution was to reduce further the scak of 
the playing board to allow for open space and 
terrain to be mixed, but this solution brought about 
unresolvable problems in computing artillery 
effectiveness and tended to make the company- 
battalion unit scale of the game unrealistic. As 
before, its inclusion of the terrain wasjust not worth 
the cost. 

But, there are undoubtedly those readers who 
find the above discussion hard to accept and for 
them the addition of prominent ridges can be tried. 

A "ridge" may be penciled on the map as follows: 

with the centerline indicating the crest. If desired, 
several of these formations may be spotted across 
the map but it is suggested that only one k initially 
used. When several are used it is suggested that their 
crestlines run roughly parallel. Their effect upon 
play sounds simple but at the scale of the mapboard 
may be overwhelming. Very simply, they affect: 

Movrmenl: All vehicle units expend two move- 
ment points for every hex totally inside of a ridge 
outline which is entered during movement even if 
this movement is parallel to the crest. Personnel 
units may enter one ridge hex every turn and are 
considered in Assault cover state when doing so, 
but may never run into a ridge hex. No heavy 
weapon unit may be manhandled onto or through 
a ridge hex, although man-portable units may be 
carried as usual. Entrenchment may be placed on 
ridge hexes. 

And they affect: 

Combat: Any AFV unit lyingon a hexcontaining 
a crestline is considered to be in partial defilade 
from enemy units lying on the opposite side of the 
crest; that is, from units lying on hexes which do 
not contain crestline and are across the crestline 
from the hexside which the unit crossed to enter 
the crest hex. As an example: 
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AFV 'A' is in partial defilade from vehicles 'B' 
and 'C' but not from 'D' or 'E.' By definition, partial 
defilade means that a portion of the vehicle unit is 
below the crest and hits upon that portion during 
firing are ignored. For most AFV's, this portion is 
everything except the turret, gun mantle, and gun, 
but for a Grant tank wishing to use its 75 mm M2 
weapon or the Semovente, this portion is the lower 
hull only. Moving from one side of a crestline to the 
other side may & done only in the movement 
portion of a turn and is considered as movement of 
one hex for combat purposes. 

Non-AFV's lying behind a crestline on a crest 
hex as defined above and all units lying behind a 
crestline on other hexfs are considered to be in Full 
defilade and are assumed to be invisible from enemy 
view. Under very special circumstances when 
utilizing the camouflage optional rule (see below) 
this may mean that such units may be removed from 
the board. 

As mentioned above, these rules are fairly simple 
to implement but their impact in the game may be 
decisive. As an alternative, a modification of the 
Undulating Cover rule may be used which has been 
shown to be effective in the past. This modification 
involves the penciling onto the board of regions o j  
undulation varying only in their "roughness" as 
simulated by the required die roll for vehicles to Find 
cover in them. As an example: 

The above stretch of terrain on the board might 
represent an area of completely flat desert with the 
three marked regions requiring die rolls of 1; I, 2, or 
3; and I, 2, 3, or 4 to find cover in them respectively. 
The size, location, and "roughness" of these regions 
could certainly be decided upon by mutual player 
consent before the game and properly set up can add 
greatly to most games. This Variable Undulation 
scheme probably represents the most accurate 
portrayal of the actual TOBRUK-GAZALA-BIR 
H ACHEIM topography as depicted by the National 
Geographic studies of the area to which any 
interested reader is referred. 

Finally, for those players who prefer to leave the 
TOBRUK playing board perfectly flat as originally 
configured. the photographs illustrating this article 
are presented for the purpose of showing that this 
may not be a bad idea after all . . . 

The Rates of Fire are Unrealistic In  the above figures, note that in general ATG's 
Several individuals have commented that the were given full assessed ROFs in the game whereas 

rates of fire of some large caliber weapons in the AFV's were reduced. This was kcause it was 
game may be incorrect. Obviously, the actuaI rate of assumed that ATG's were employed in prepared. 
fire of any weapon is a function of many variables fixed positions with anti-dust measures (oiling or 
but to include these variables in the game wauld watering areas of muzzle blast) in effect and 
have been unreasonable. The more obvious influen- therefore. no ROF reduction could be realistically 
cing factors were considered wherever possible but expected except for the 88 whose muzzle blast was 
subjective and highly varying ractors had to be $0 large that any dust settling measures are assumed 
ignored. These included: ineffective, while AFY's undoubtedly suffered from 

dust and exorbitant heat, which reduced ROF. Of 

Crew-toxrew differences in training interest, also note that no ROF figures appear for 

Fatigue build-up during long engagements certain British weapons and in these cases careful 

Weapon malfunctions estimates had to be made. 

Ammunition handling problems 
Varying times and states of acquisition The Board is  Not Eeomorphic 

If any player feels that his understanding of these Some people have noticed that in somescenarios 
effects is sufficient for an alteration of the l2teS of the edge of the board acts as a significant "terrain" 
fire used in the game to be made, he by all means feature inasmuch as victory or loss may be 
may do so. No highly varying part of TOBRUK or determined by how many units cross it and therefore 
its data, especially in areas such as rates of fire. get away. There is no general solution to this 
morale, etc.. is claimed to be foolproof or without problem because in most cases the passage of large 
error and players who feel that their analysis of numbers of friendly units across such a line so far 
some number is more realistic than that used in the behind enemy positions would indeed constitute a 
game can certainly use their own d a t a d u r i n g ~ l a ~ .  It victory. In some cases, however, such as in Scenario 
might be pointed out. however, that massive 2, where the carriers may get away simply by 
research did go into every rule in the gamewherever crossing the board edge and therefore escape, 
possible and any alterations of  these rules should be continuing the battle beyond the board edge may be 
done with care. Chart A illustrates this point forthe worthwhile. It was short-sighted not to design the 
case at hand, that of weapon rates of fire: board sections to be geomorphic to allow for this. 

CHART A 

WEAPON RATES OF FIRE 
Weapon Published ROVs Came ROF's Commenta 

( r ~ m )  (Cont. rpm) 

28 20 m m  PAK 8 - 12 10 Manual Feed 
'I20 rpm pram 

75 m m  short 8 -  10 6 F i ~ u r e  of 8 mm seemed hiah for su~vort  niece a 

15 - 20 12 Reduced in both Grant and Stuart turrets because of two 
man crew (commander in Grant directed both ~ u n s )  

2 pdr Tank gun N o  Data 
Available 12 Nowhere in the available literature were the tank- 

6 ndr ATG 1 5 - 2 0  14 New weanon in Gazala battla with no prior m i n i n ~  
time redded achievable ROF 

75 mm M2 No Data 

25 pdr Arty 3 - 8 6 This rate could only be sustained for short times 
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but a clumsy joining of any section to the edge in 
question probably will suffice for most casesand is 
recommended when both players concur. 

The Movement Factors are Unrmlistic 
As in the case of rate of  fire, considerable 

variation exists in the movement values used for 
vehicles in the game compared to published 
specifications for these vehicles. One additional 
constraint arose in the necessity to model vehicle 
rates in uni~s ol hescs pry time prriud which really 
meant 75 rnettrs per 30 secunds or 5.59 mph per hex. 
'This ~rquired much a r e r a g i n g  as the Following table 
s h i ~ ~ s .  As above. shu111d an! player ieel that his 
assessment of these figures is better than those used 
in thegirme. thew is absolutely no reason not to use 
his data during play. All figures are in miles per 
hour. 

Mmximum Cmss Country 
AFY Road Speed Speed Game Speed 

BRITISH, 
Stuari 34 - 36 I5 -20 28 
Crumder 28 12 - IS 22 
Grant 22 - 26 10 20 17 
Vulcnt~nc IS 8 I 1  
Matilda 15 6 - 8 I I 

AXIS: 
PZ 111 H, J 
PZ 1V. E 
Marder 111 
M13:40 
Sernovenle 

Note that the game speed In general is higher than 
the purely cross-country figures and lower than the 
road rate. This was due to the assumed flatness and 
relatively solid surface over which most of the 
battles occurred. Additional items of information, 
such as the fact German tank attacks occurred at 
about 15 mph, were used to further rationalize the 
higher game speeds. 

"Bur4 'on Target" (BOT) is a Modern Term 
And so it is, having been coined about 1954. The 

tactic of adjusting fire based upon observed hits, 
however, was universal as illustrated in the 
following passage from Take nese Men by Cyril 
Joly: 

"Drivcr, halt, " 1 order. "Gunner, two-pouoder-trawrpelefi- 
on-tnnk-German Mark Ill-eightfive m yards. Firc." Iwtchcd 
Basget r .refully lurn Ihcrangcdrum to the rtght range, saw him turn 
to his tclcaco~ and aim, n~lioed out of the cornerof rnyeye thnt King 
waa ready with the next round, end then the tankjoltd slightly with 
the shock of thegunliring.Through thcmokcanddustand thespurt 
of flame 1 watchcd intcntly through my binoculars the trace or the 
shot In Flight. I t  curvei upwards slightly andalmo~lslowly, and thcn 
seemed to  plunge swiftly towards the target. There was the 
unmistakable dull glow ofa strike of steel on steel. "Hit. Bassn! G o d  
shot! Fire again," I callcd. Anothcr shot and anolhcrh~t, and 1 called, 
'Good shot; but the bastard won't brew."(The Mark l t l  later brewcd 
Joly's tank.) 

Certain ammunitions such as the 28/20 mm PAK 
APCNR round mounted nosecaps which emitted a 
flash upon impact to help in this sensing. 

The Alternating Fire Procedure Causes Unrealistic 
Firing 

Some people have claimed that the game 
procedure of alternating weapon for weapon fires 
produces unreasonable situations in which vehicles 
or weapons which have not fired emerge as prime 
targets within a fire turn. Although these situations 
should average Gut to provide both sides with equal 
bonus or loss, there is no reason why players cannot 
secretly record weapon-target pairings in writing at 
the end of movement, conduct the firing based upon 
these plans, and allow every unit to fire. This 
simultaneous resolution would, of course, be very 
costly in terms o f  time, but at mutual player consent 
might be worthwhile under some circumstances. 
The Italian Morale is too High 

Morale is the single most subjective area of the 
game inasmuch as no really hard data exists. The 
common visage of hoards of ltalians surrendering 

en masse to the British does not occur in any game 
scenario and this is no accident. The ltalian units 
involved in all but Scenario 2 are drawn from the 
Italian XX Corps mobile divisions which were the 
pride of the Italian desert army. Rommel himselfon 
many occasions highly praised the courage of these 
troops, and their weapons and supplies were always 
the best. Nonetheless, these morale estimates are no 
more chiseled in stone than are the ROF or speed 
figures and certainly any player can change them in 
play should he wish. The average Italian 'pure 
infanrry" unit would probably have a morale level of 
kctween W and 5 that used ftlr game units and it is 
occasionally interesting to play Scenario 2, for 
example, using this reduced level. 

There are Artwork Errors 
Of course there are some artwork errors, but in 

general, the silhouettes are accuratedown to the last 
knob. For purists who must know, obvious errors 
occur in the Stuart, Vaienti;e, Crusader C.S., 2 
pdr., SO mrn mortar, and Stuka counters. 

There Was No Such Weapon as the 150 rnm K18 in 
thnDewrt 

The author has had aninteresting exchangewith 
one TOBRUK player who, through his own 
researck, has concluded that no 150 mm K18 
weapons existed in the Afrika Korps. As to whether 
the weapon itself existed there can be no doubt, but 
the question of whether it appeared in Rommel's 
Army Artillery (Arrilleriekommwdo 108) remains 
unresolved. Its inclusion as such in the game was 
based upon the assessment of the British Official 
History, but this record is known to have occasion- 
ally erred and so any facts from readers with 
knowledge in this area would be appreciated. 

QUESTIONS: 
In addition to the above complaints, many 

questions have been posed to Avalon Hill by 
TOBRUK players. Below are listed the more 
commonly appearing of these inquiries. 

Why does APCR ammunirion produce lower 
cusuuiiies in vehicies which have been pierced? 

The piercing core of APCR is composed of sintered 
tungsten carbide and is of smaller diameter than a 

full-caliber round. Although when piercing very 
thick plates the APCR core will shatter likeany shot 
and be highly lethal, this lethality still does not 
match that produced by APCBC rounds which 
explode inside the target. In addition, APCR cores 
passing through thinner plates in general will not 
shatter and may continue to fly straight throughthe 
target and out the other side. This phenomenon was 
often observed by gunners during the war and in 
such cases the lethality of the perforation was 
considerably reduced. 

Cali A PC& ever be used against largeis besides 
Matiidus, Valentines and Granrs? 
During 1942, shortly after the Gazala battles a 
severe tungsten shortage in Germany forced Hitler 
to prohibit the further manufacture o l  tunsten- 
cored ammunition in all but the smallest calibers. 
But, even before this edict went into effect, tungsten 
ammunition was regarded as a luxury and the 
tactical doctrine for its use was very strictly 
enforced. This doctrine at first stated that only 
Matilda tanks were to be engaged with APCR and 
then only at very short ranges, but later the doctrine 
was expanded to cover use against any "heavy" 
tank. German field discipline being what it was at 
this time probably meant that this doctrine was 
carried out in the actual battle. However, APCR 
damage entries are made on the charts for the lighter 
British AFVs because it is assumed that APCR may 
be used against these targets whenever other AP 
ammo is exhausted. 

f i e  MI3/40 rank was dieselpower@d. Why then is it 
so influmrnuble when pierced? 

Most fires in AFVs occur not from stored fuel 
sources but from the ignition of stored ammunition 
or from fuel and lubricant spillage lying on the hull 
bottom under the fighting compartment floor. Both 
of these key sources of potential fires are very 
difficult to prevent in the field; the first being a 
function of the ammunition storage arrangement of 
the vehicle and the overload doctrine of the unit to 
which the vehicle belongs; and the second being a 
function of the maintenance standards set by the 
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vehicle crew. The Germans were yery aware of these 
facts and strictly enforced a doctrine of no ammo 
overload (which there is record that some crews 
ignored) and of strict maintenance (which really 
does not completely prevent lubricant and spillage 
build-up enough to stop fires upon penetration). 
The Italians, however, and to a lesser extent the 
British, were not as aware of these problems. The 
M 13/40 was especially vulnerable having a very 
complex (and therefore oily) engine4rive train- 
turret traverse setup and having a large number of 
rounds of ammo crammed within its confined space. 

What is the r e d  dffereence belu-een Regisiraiions. 
Conuenrrarions, and Barrages? 
These three terms are modern nomenclatures for 
general artillery tactics which have existed since the 
beginning of observer-directed fire during World 
War I. They refer to the amount of "shooting-in" 
(British term) which has been done by the firing 
battery in the case of Registrations and Concentra- 
tions, or the immediate call for high-intensity 
interdiction fires for the defense of a ground unit in 
the case of Barrage. Registrations involve the 
shooting-in of only one weapon (often called the 
registration piece) in a battery for close estimation 
by the FO of where the battery volley will probably 
land while Concentrations involve the shooting-in 
bf the entire battery in this way for precise location. 
Barrages may be shot-in but their function is not 
necessarily to be precise but rather to be instant and 
lethal when needed by a unit hard-pressed on the 
defense. The term "barrage" has often been used 
incorrectly for other types of fire but the tactic is 
almost universal. 

Why isn'r i! possible to shoot HE from direct-jyre 
weapons out beyond rhe "12" dice roll range? 

The rules are ambiguous but should reflect that the 
H E  ranges in general were much greater than those 
for AP. The reason for the restriction is one of 
simplicity inasmuch as the "12" range for most of 
the weapons is pushing the limit of visibility anyway. 

The rules state thai A FVs can be made to "buiton 
up" and lose acquisition when under H E  fire. Is 
zhere a bottom lirnii io rhe amotani offire necessary 
to cause this? 

Yes. The shellfire should produce at least 30 
fragmentation factors against the target to force 
button-up. 

Can raptured personnel be executed to obiain 
higher point rallep for evmpIeiely destroyed m i l s ?  

Absolutely not. Good Lord! 

This last question illustrates that there were certain 
tacit assumptions in the Tobruk rulebook. Anyone 
attempting to defeat or short-circuit the rules system 
can easily do  so. But then, if that's your motivation, 
why bother playing the game at all? 

ERRORS AND OMISSIONS 
It is implied in the rules that a weapon unit 

may be destroyed by an overrunning AFV at any 
time and this is not necessarily true. If the weapon 
unit is in a hex which is undergoing smoke shell 
bombardment. it would be difficult to find and 
therefore it cannot be destroyed, although overrun 
of personnel can still occur normally. 

The GM hit entry on the Matilda I1 damage 
table for the 50 mm short (APCR) round should 
read in part K/C2 6 2 instead of F/C2 L 2as  it 
now does. 

Also on the Matilda I1 table, all front LH hits 
should have the "M" component of their entries 
replaced with a "Cl" instead. This is because the 
Matilda does not have a front mounted trans- 
mission as was mistakenly calculated in the original 
charts. The "CI" result reflects the driver being 
rendered as a casualty and the rest of each entry is 
close enough. 

The Weapon Hits A 40 mm rule in Scenario 
8 is not correct as it currently reads. It should read 
that all A P  hits at or below 40 mm in caliber and all 
H E  hits at or below 20 mm in caliber are evaluated 
using the extra chart. Hits by 37 mm or 40 mm H E  
rounds on any weapon should be powerful enough 
to blow away the entire gun-shield and therefore be 
an immediate catastrophic kill of weapon and crew. 

In the 20 mm Breda entry on the Grant "R" 
column, it is stated in part that an F(P3) = 7 is 
scored. This should be, of course, be F37(P3) A 7 
instead. 

The "IT' column of the Area Impacted table 
of the PZ 111 H should read: 

and the same column of the PZ IV E should read: 

Front-GM 
Flank-TUR 
Rear-R 

On both of these vehicles protective rails were 
overlooked when their turret ring vulnerabilities 
were originally evaluated. 

For those players whostill havethe earliestset 
of Damage Tables, the 'R' column on the PZ 111 H 
reads: 

WEAPON FlRING R 
Boys ATR I F L  4 
2 pdr. I KIC2 10 1 

40mm Bofors 

75mm M2 
25 pdr. 

On the GRANT Damage Table, for the 50 
mrn long: 

Flank-UH shni~ld read: 
K(C3 C 15 
C3 (P4) c 20 

and Flank-LH should read: 
K 15 
M(P5) C 20 

On the STUART Damage Table, for the 50 
mm long APCR Flank-LH should read: 

K L 22 
(P4) 1 28 

In Rule VlIl .  B.Z., it is stated that Forward 
Observers do  not affect the morale of other units in 
any way and this is incorrect. They affect all units 
exactly as any other HQ units do. 

NEW GAME UNITS 
One TOBRUK reviewer summarized the 

feeling of many players upon opening the box by 
saying that his first reaction was that much of the 
game was missing. He was referringto theexclusion 

from the game of all vehicles and weapons which 
have limitedcombat valueand therefore would have 
served little in the game but to increase complexity. 
The most notable class of these units is the armored 
cars, but others could have been included which 
were in common use at Gazala but were not kcause 
the game was complex enough as it was. 

For readers of THE GENERAL, however, who 
are supposedly dedicated enough to realism to 
require extra game options even at the cost of 
playability, listed below are the "marginal combat- 
ants" in the Gazala battles and rules for their use. 
Yes, others besides those listed did appear in very 
small numbers but until strong player response 
requests their inclusion, they will be ignored for 
now. 

Armored Cars 
Both sides in the desert war made extensive use 

of a r m o d  cars for reconnaiFsance purposes. Mote 
they were not used very much for combat purposes 
&cause, compared to the main battle tanks and 
ATGs used by each side, the armored cars simply 
could not stand up. Speed alone cannot hope to 
compensate for the light armor and weak firepower 
of these vehicles-as inclusion of them in any game 
scenario or Firefight will show. For purists who 
choose to include the very complex "Camouflage" 
and "Visibility" Experimental Rules listed below, 
the inclusion of armored cars can make TOBRUK 
an even closer simulation of desert war. 

In general, both sides operated armored cars 
separately from main battle elements and used them 
strictly fox reconnaissance. Occasionally, there was 
nb choice but to use them to fight the enemy's 
tanks-Scenario 5 in the game is a good example 
where an entire regiment of cars was trapped with 
the 150th Brigade-but losses in such encounters 
were usually unacceptable and so avoided. An 
interesting clash often developed when one side 
would send an armored car unit to repulse the recon 
of such a unit from the other side. The basic unit of 
the 8th Army was the Troop consisting of one scout 
car (machinegun armed) and three armored cars. 
Four of these Troops made a Squadron and three 
Squadrons a Regiment. As in the case of every other 
type, however, full-complement units were nonex- 
istent in the battle and reduced ox even scratch units 
were the norm. 

The basic vehicles of these units at this time were 
the Humber Mark 11, the Daimler Mark 1 and 
South African Marmon-Harrington Mark 11. 

Burnber Mark 11 
This vehicle entered service with the British in 

1941 and some were operational within the forces of  
smaller countries as late as the early 1960's. The car 
was fast and reliable, but the 15mm weapon for all 
its virtues was simply not powerful enough for 
effective combat. Realizing this, the Mark IV 
version of the crar was up-armed with an American 
37mm weapon later in the war. 

NomencIature: 
Weight: 
Maximum Road 

Speed: 
Flat Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
Use in Gazala 

Battles: 
Comments: 

Humber Armored Car Mk I1 
7.1 tons 

45 mph 
33 mph 
15mm 
3; 2 mmn turret 
I-15mm &sa. I Besa MMG 

Fast recon 
Speed in reverse. 2 hexes per 
turn 
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Daimler Mark I 
This car is conceded by many sources to have 

bccn thc most advanced aklrlu~ctl car uC Wurld War 
11. It appeared in North Africa just before the 
GazaIa campaign and displayed such features as 
well-sloped hard armor, a complete reverse driving 
capability, and most important, a 2 pounder main 
armament which placed its strike capability into the 
same class as the MatiIda and Valentine heavy 
tanks. 

Axis: 
The basic armored car unit of the German forces 

at this t ime was the  troop of three light (Sd Kfz222) 
and 2 heavy (Sd. K f i  23 1 8-wheel) cars. Three of 
these troops plus one of 9 light cars comprised the 
Recoe AbieiIung of a Panzer regiment but, like 
every other unit in the desert, this organization often 
changed. No data could be found concerning the 
Italian unit composition but it must be assumed to 
have been relatively the same. The basic vehicles of 
these units at this time were the Sd Kfz 222 and Sd 
Kfz 231 already mentioned, and the Italian 
Autoblinde AB4U. 

Nomenclature: S.  Pr. Sp. Wg. (2 cm) Sd. Kk. 23 I 
(8-Rad) 
8,3 tons 
53 mph 
45 rnph 
18 mm 
4: 2 man turret 
1-20 mm KwK 30 , l  MG 34 

Weight: 
Maximum Road Speed: 
Flat Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
Use in Gazala 

Battles: 
Comments: 

F a t  recon 
Excellent companion to Sd. Kfz. 
222 although limited in fire- Nomenclature: 

Weight: 
Maximum Road 

Speed: 
na t  Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
Use in Gazala 

Bettles: 
Comments: 

Dairnler 4 x 4 Armored Car 
7.5 tons power. H & ~  Armament pro- 

vided later in war but vehicle 
was never well-balanced until 
introduction of the 234-8 wheel 
series. Cross-country mobility 
exceeded that of even track- 
laying vehicles. Movemelit in 
reverse could be done atfull rote. 

50 rnph 
39 rnph 
16mm 
3; 2 man turret 
1-2 pounder, 1 &sa MMG 

Sd. Kfz 222 
This car was one of the most famed armored 

fighting vehicles of World War 11. Produced 
throughout the war, it was found in all German 
forces essentially unchanged from its intrcduction 
to the war's end. Its 20 mm main armament could be 
used for both ground and air targets and placed the 
Sd. Kfz. 222 in good position whenengaging British 
armored cars before the introduction of the 
Daimler. Some of these vehicles were given to the 
Chinese Nationalists. 

Fast recon 
Full gearing allowed full 
speed in reverse. Autoblinde AB 40 

Rated by severalsourcesas being the best Italian 
AFV and one of the best vehicles in the desert, this 
car and its AM1 successor were prominent 
throughout the desert war, Like most Italian 
wheeled vehicles, it excelled in reliability and cross- 
country performance and its 20 rnm Breda main 
armament was better than most British vehicles' 
before the Daimler appeared. 

Marmon-Herrington Mark I1 
This vehicle, in its four Marks, cornprisd the 

mainstay of South African armored car units 
1 throughout the war and was used by some British 

units. It was designed and built totally in the Union 
. of South Africa with materials being imported from 

both Britainand the USA. Its most common version 
I 

was the Mark 11 which proved to be a fast and 
reliable vehicle, but with only one Boy's anti-tank 
rifle and one Bren light machinegun its armament 
was far too light for combat with its German or 
Italian counterparts. For this reason, numerous 
captured weapons were mounted instead of the 
normal turret and soon at least one up-armed 
Marmon-Herlington was expected to beincludedin 
any unit of troop size or above. 

Le.Pz.Sp.Wg. (2cm) Sd. Kfz. 
222 
4.8 tons 

Nomenclature: 

Nomenclature: Fiat Autoblinde AB 40 
Weight: 7.5 tons 
Maximum Road Speed: 50 rnph 
Hat Desert Speed: 39 rnph 
Maximum Armor: 9 mm 
Crew: 4; 1 man turret 
Weapons: 1-20 mm Breda, 1 co-axial 8 

mm Breda 38 MMG, 1 hull 
mounted (pointing over rear 
hull) Breda 38 MMG 

Weight: 
Maximum Road 

Speed: 
Flat Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
Use in Gazala 

Battles: 
Comments: 

50 mph 
39 rnph 
14.5mm 
3: 2 man turret 
Mmm, Kwk 30, I MG 34 

Fast recon 
Good armor, weapon, speed 
and reliability. Very effective 
vehicle when wed in proper 
role. Speed in reverse, 2 
hexes per trrrn. 

Use in Gazala 
Battles: 

Comments: 
j Nomenclature: 
I 
1 We~ght: 
' Maximum Road 

Sped:  
Rat Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
Use in Gszala 

Battles. 
Comments: 

Armored Car, Marmon- 
Herrington M K-11 
6 tom 

Fast recon 
Excellent vehicle used well by 
Italians and respected by Brit- 
ish. Light armor was slight 
handicap. Full speed in re- 
verg. 

50 rnph 
39 rnph 
I5mm 
4; 2 man turret 
I Boys ATR, I Bren LMG 

Sd. Kfz. 231 (8-wheel) 
The '231' designation was given to two vehicles, 

one of 6 wheels and one of 8 wheels. The 6 wheel. 
version was gradually replaced by the 8 wheel model 
although the earlier vehicle did see some combat 
experience early in the war. Few, if any, 6 wheel 
versions were used in the Gazala battles and beyond. 
The 8 wheel version was used throughout the war 
mounting progressively heavier armament finally to 
include the 75 mm PAK. 

Armed APC's 
The Germans would often mount redundant 

weapons on APC's to provide extra firepower for 
those units being carried. The most common 
weapon mounted was the 37 mm PAK due to its 
steady replacement by the 50 mm PAK in Afrika 
Korps units during this period. Inasmuch as the 37 
mm PAK was not very effwtive as an ATG, it was 
left out of the published game for reasons previously 

Fast recon 
Speed in  reverse, 2 hexes per 
turn. Often uparmed (Boys 
and Bren still carried) with 
captured weapons. Usually every 
third or fourth vehicle was so 
armed with the ltalian 20mm 
Breda being the most common 
weapon mounted. 

ARMORED CARS <! . ., . I. , ' I ' 

Ammo Victory 
Close Reliability Towin Suing Limits Points 

Car AssauIt (IY.G.2.) (Ii.c.33 (3TI.B.I.) (E.D.2.) (Firefwts) 

iOTES FOR USE OF ABMOREI) CARS IN 
 HE GAME 
?i Armored cars were used in the game exactly as 
gre other AFV's. They are subject to the same 
%overnent and fire restrictions that ranks and xlf- 
~~ropel led  guns are with the exceptions that some 
$jay move at greater than one hex per turn in reverse 
:@ee above) and "rounds" fired by their main 
.&mament are actually automatic weapon bursts 
'except for the Daimler). The  field of fire of every 
' . p o r e d  car turret is 364)' and only one, the A B  40 
.&s a hull machinegun and it fires over the vehicle's 
:ear instead or i ts front. The Hit  Probability Table 
$tries and Damage Tables for the armored carsare 
&I separate sheets. 

Several additions need to be made insome of the 
'"ptional and experimental rules for the inclusion of 

:mored cars as detailed in the following tahle: 

. '=& & g&ahj:;. : " :>>:; - .  :+$Qi6& , , ; - ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ P ~ ~ H ~ ]  - . 6 2 6 
Sd. Kfz. 231 As Tank 1 1  As Sd.Kfz. As Pz  111 3 6 ( ~ ~ o r H E )  8 2 8 

251  I 
'?,:'KB,$P ., . ' : , As T a n k ~ ~ l 0 , 1 2  

,.<. 
As Sd.Kfz. As Stuart 40(APorHE) 4 2 4 

.:Y> 251 
Humber As Tank 1 I As Sd.Kfz. As Stuart 60fAP only) 6 2 8 1 -. 

& *  .,,.; j.T- '.,y.v ".,,"."* 2 5 t  
~a iml6r  ' ' As T @ ~ ~ ; ; ~ 5 j $ ~ t > ; ; ! $ ; ; ; ~ ~ ; ~ ~ $ ~  &@p@@+;fi$;A; :;$: 

' ' "7 .  .-a ,;A:,. . .>,;?;;: ?., ? >,,<><&<> ;?,7,: >,,,>....,. 
- ,A 

. ... <......I::::: ',:. kd,..,..,.'krt .... . . . 
-,,* ;<: *<,: .,,., <?;!;;;2:4>:,. ,.Y < ,>.; -,:, , 

M.H.Mk.li As Tank 12 As Sd-Kfz. As S t u d  240IAPorHE) 5 2 7 
250 

,, ;.:.:,:,, ,:;:.: ,,Z> ;-,.:, ,">, p:,,, :,::,:;: x;+y.;i.'::-::y,."-a., g@{*&$pFglP?,>,:; ,:. .* ~ ~ t h ~ ~ ~ h ~ & ~ m ~ + ~ ~ ~ t & d m b t r ' ~ ~  e?a!ki&nen,-- 
Herrington Mk. I1 only applies to vehicles which tion because all are assumed to mount tires of the 
have k e n  up-armed with 20 mm Breda weapons as bulletproof or "run-flat" type. 
mpntinnd nr~vinr ic lv  I 
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stated. As it remained in some units as a ground 
weapon (see below) and was mounted on a fair 
number of APC's, it will be included here. 

The 250 and 25 1 series APC's both mounted the 
37 mm PAK as the 250110 and 251110 models 
respectively. They were issued in theory to every 
platoon leader and company commander but 
nowhere near these levels of deployment were 
generally achieved. In the game. an allocation of 
perhaps one or two of these vehicles out of every ten 
APC's involved is probably about right for the 
Gazala timeframe. As an option, players may wish 
to designate these vehicles to carry the 28/20 rnm 
PAK instead. These versions also were appearing 
during this time but not in the same numbers as the 
vehicles carrying the 37 rnm weapon. Rules for the 
use of the armed A P C s a r e  exactly the sameau those 
for the Marder. For simplicity sake, assume the 
main armaments of thevehicles may only be used by 
personnel being transported and assume a baseload 
of 30 rounds (AP, APCR o r  HE forthe 37; APCNR 
o r  H E  for the 28/20) may be carried in each. 
Optional Damage Tables for both the 2501 10 and 
the 251(10 are presented separately as  is the Hit 
Probability row for the 37 mm PAK. 

Tracked AFV's 
Several tanks and self-propelled guns which 

actually were used in the Gazala campaign by the 
Germans were purposely left out of the game, again 
for simplicity. However, readers might be interested 
and so they are included here. As for armored cars 
and armed APCs, Hit Probability Tableentriesand 
Damage Tables for these vehicles are included on 
separate pages. 

Pz. Jag. 18 
This vehicle was the first SPG t o  be adopted by 

the German Army and a number were still in use in 
the desert during the Gazala battles. Usinga Panzer 
I chassis, the PL. .Jag. IS mounted the excellent 
Czech 47 mm ATG whose performance roughly 
equaled the SO mm short. Yet, the vehicle was 
handicapped by very thin armor and no machine- 
guns. It did, however, serve well until superseded by 
the Marder. When used in the game, all Marder 
rules apply to the Pz. Jag. I B as  well except as  noted 
below. 

Nomenclature: 
Weight: 
Maximum Road Speed: 
Flat Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
US% in Gazala 

Battles: 
Comments: 

Panzer Jager 1 B 
5.7 tons 
2A mph 
17 mph 
IS mm 
3; 2 man gun position 
1-47 mm (t) 

Tank destroyers 
Excellent Czech ATG jury- 
rigged onto Panzer I chassis. 
Very light armor and open top 
limited use but weapon could 
be effective. 

Optional and 
Experimental Rules: Reliability-] l 

Towing-As Sd. Kfz. 2M 
Sizing-As Stuart 
Ammo-74 rds (APCBC, APCR 
or HE) 
Firefight V.P.'s-I0 2 14 

Pz I1 F 
This vehicle was the standard Iight tank of the 

German Army throughout the war. Originally 
envisioned as a battle tank, the thin armorand weak 
armament soon forced all Pz 11's to be used for 
recon and Iight combat only. However, the chassis 
was well designed and efficient and was used as  the 
basis for many self-propelled guns throughout the 
war. 

Nomenclature: 
Weight: 
Maximum Road Speed: 
Flat Desert Speed 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 

Use in Gazala 
Battles: 

Comments: 

Wnzerkampwagen I [  Model F 
10.5 tons 
25 mph 
17 rnph 
35 mm 
3; 2 man turret 
1-20 mm KwK, 1 MG 34 
(turret) 

Recon tanks 
Excellent vehicle for recon only 
but heavier armor allowed 
more flexibility than with 
armored can. A very few 
"Special" versions appeared in 
the desert mounting 37mm or 
50mm weapons but little is 
known of them. 

Optional and 
Experimental Rules: Reliability-1 1 

Towing-As Marder 
Sizing-As Stuart 
Ammo-36 bursts (AP or HE) 
FirefightV.P.'s-9 3 9 

Pz. IV F2 
This tank, the Panzer 1V "Special" is listed as 

part of the Afrika Korps reserve at the beginning of 
the Gazala Battles in May of I942. Over the next six 
months it developed into the prime weapon of the 
German forces but its use at Gazala aRpears t o  have 
been forestalled by ammunition shortage until the 
final attack o n  Bir Hacheim and beyond. It 
therefore should not be included in any Scenario 
before 8 and then included in very small numbers, if 
a t  all. The tank itself was described as  "magnificent" 
by Romrnel and mounted a German long barrelled 
75 mm weapon which was roughly equal t o  the 
Russian 76.2 mm piece on the Marder. Unlike the 
Marder, however, this vehicle was heavily armored 
all around and greatly eased supply problems by 
being an all German design. Modified late model 
Pz. IV's were used until very recently by Syrian 
forces and East German factories produced parts 
for them until the late 1960's! 

Nomenclature: 

Weight: 
Maximum Road Speed: 
Flat Desert Speed: 
Maximum Armor: 
Crew: 
Weapons: 
Use in Gazala 

Battles: 
Comments: 

Panzerkampwagen IV Model 
F2 
23.2 tons 
25 mph 
17 mph 
50 mm 
5, 3 man crew 
1-75 mm L/43 .  2 MG34MklG 

Main battle tank 
Bent tank in desert before ap- 
pearance of Churchill but Sher- 
man was good match at El 
Alamein and beyond. Very 
powerful main armament 
coupled to well-armored and 
reliable chassis insured immedi- 
ate success. 

Optional and 
Experimental Rules: Reliability-1 l 

Towing-As Pt. IVE 
Siting-As Pz. IVE 
Arnmo-87 rounds (APCBC or 
HE) 
Firefight V.P.'s-34 3 40 

NEW WEAPONS 
Several weapons which were widely used by the 

Germans or Italians a t  Gazala were left out of 
TDBRUK for various reasons. Like the armored 
cars and AFV's listed above, these weapons were 
only marginally effective as their inclusion in any 
game will show. Perhaps the only exception to this is 
the PAK 36 ground-mounted 76.2 mm Russian 
weapon, the same as on the Marder, which seems to 
have been deployed fairly widely throughout the 
Afrika Korps. 

20 mm Soluthurn ATR 
This weapon was the standard light infantry 

anti-tank weapon of the ltalian forces in the desert. 
Unlike its German and British counterparts, 
however, the Soluthurn was cumbersomeand heavy 
and really fitted into the class of a light ATG. 
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Nomenclature: 

Weight in Action: 
Crew: 
Ammunition: 
Rate of Fire: 
Comments: 

20 mm Soluthurn Anti-Tank 
Rifle 
120 pounds R USE OF NEW WEAPONS 
1 man il of the above list~d new weaponscomfoirn to bilitics d the Sd. Kfr. 1014 and Sd. Kh. 712 self! 
Armor piercing lracer rmal game rules. Aease note that for the new propelled FLAKweaponsareassumtd to be exact11 
20 rpm ' 

20 mm FLAK weapons its Hit Probability Table as those of the Sd. Kfz. 7 vehicle now in the game 
Heavy wmi-automatic ROF numbers are in terms of ten-round bursts and Finally, the new weapon data for game optionalanc 

probably attached 
' the fragmentation and Damage TabIe entries experimental rules are summarized in Chart B: 

fantry companies in twos. 
Light enough to be moved by evaluated accordingly. Also note that the vulnera- 

one man but size and bulk were 
in no way offset by limited . . . -. . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

extra performances above 
lighter ATR's. Refer below for 
use in game. 

75 mm ltaiisn AAA 
This weapon was a medium velocity (1500 

, ft(sec) piece whose use in ground actions was only 
marginally successful but nonetheless widespread. 
The Germans would often place several of these 
weapons in positions with 88 mrn FLAK guns and 

' use them in the same way. Before the Alamein Nomenclature: 
battles considerable numbers of these weapons were Weisht in Action: 

: mounted on truck bodies for providing some Crew: 
mobility inasmuch as the normal mount had no ~ ~ ~ , " f " i ~ ~  

' mobility at all. Comments: 

: Nomenclature: Ansaldo 75 rnm(26 AAA 
Weight in Action: 4.5 tons 
Crcw: 7 men 
Ammunition: GP and H E  

: Rate of Fire: 12 rpm 
; Comments: Not very lethal in use as antl- 

tank gun but constantly ern- 
ployed in this role to bolster 
88mm FLAK defenses. Lack 
of mobility and low rate of fire 
further limited use. Refer be- 
low for use in game. 

, 76.2 mm Russian Anti-Tank Gun 
Due to the massive German victories jn Russia 

during 1941 and 1942 large numbers .of these 
weapons and much ammunition was captured 

: intact. With typical thrift, the German army 
immediately put the weapons back into use on all 
fronts and even modified them for improved 
performance. One such modified version appeared 

- in Afrika with the Afrika Korps and was used 
extensively. For example, the organization plansfor 

; the 90th Light Division for the summer 1942 
; campalgn lists no less than 56 modified 76.2 mrn 

weapons distributed through the dibision's combat 
elements. How many of these weapons were 
mounted on self-propelled chassis as Marder III's is 
unknown, but some certainly must have been 
towed. It was probably an error to have left the 
towed venion out of the original TOBRUKrelease. 

7.62 cm PAK 36 (r) 
3564 Ibs. 
8 men 
APCBC, APCR and HE 
14 rpm 
Modified Russian Fieldlanti- 
tank gun. Low carriage, Iiiht- 
weight and hitting power made 
almost perfect combinatiotw and 
cauaed the PAK 36 (r) to !R used 
as prime equipment throughout 
war. 

37 mm PAK 35/36 
This weapon was the standard ATG in use by 

German forces until its replacement beginning in 
1941. Inasmuch as thousands had been built by this 
time, however, no thought could be given to 
scrapping them and so they were used wherever 
their marginal utility could be realized. This meant 
that they could be found throughout German units 
being towed or mounted on any suitable chassis 
such as the 250 or 251 APCs (see above). In these 
configurations the PAK 35/36 served until the end 
of the war and so should have been included in the 
original release. 

Nomenclature: 
Weight in Action: 
Crew: 
Ammunition: 
Rate of Fire: 
Comments: 

3.7 cm PAK 35/36 
970 lbs. 
6 men 
APC. APCR and HE 
14 rprn 
Standard ATG throughout war 
although small hitting power 
limited use after 1941. Later in 
war special hollow charge stick 
grenade provided to increase 
anti-armor elTectiveness. 

150 mm SIG 
This weapon was the companion piece to the 75 

mm LlG in German infantry regiments, being 
usually deployed in a ratio of two toevery six 75 mm 
weapons in the regimental cannon company. Like 
the 75 mm it was attached whenever necessary to 
any unit requiring direct support and could provide 
very effective fire due to its large, heavy shell. 

Nomenclature: 

Weight in Action: 
Crew: 
Ammunition: 
Rate of Fire: 
Comments: 

I5  cm Schewere lnfrantfie 
Geschutz 33 
3361) lbs. 
7 men 
HE, smoke 
2 rPm 
Very lethal weapon for blasting 
down resistant targets at close 
range. Use in desert limited due 
to essential lack of resistant 
targets. 

20 mm FLAK 30 and Sd. Kfz. 1014 
37 mm FLAK 36 and Sd. Kfz. 712 

World War 11 German units of allechelonswere 
protected from air attack by FLAK weapons and 
supporting equipment which were usually organic 
to division. For example, the 90th Light Division 
had a total of 36 20-mm FLAK weapons, the 15th 
Panzer Division had 4 88-mm, 5 37-mm, and 16 20- 
rnm FLAK weapons and so on. Although asalways, 
the exact composition of any division FLAK 
element was never completely according to tables of 
organization and equipment, considerable effort 
was expended to assure that light coveram in the 
form of 20 mm guns, medium coverage through 37 
mm weapons, and heavy 88 mm. protection was 
usually available to all units in the desert. These 
weapons were often used to bolster the firepower of 
ground units and the 88 became legendary in this 
role. The 37 mm and 20 mm weapons were also 
sften used for support and it was again probably an 
error to have left them out of the published venion 
of the game. However, as players will undoubtedly 
notice if they do include them in play, their lack of 
protection and low hitting power severely curtail 
their use and so their inclusion should not radically 
change the outcome of any game. 

Some effort was made throughout the war to 
provide these and other FLAK weapons with 
mobility through mounting on halftracks. In the 
case of the Sd. Kfz. 10J4 (forthe 20mm)and the Sd. 
Kfz. 712 (for the 37 mm) vehicles, this effort may 
have been counter-productive due to their vulnera- 
bility to rifle~aliber and shellfire inasmuch as they 
were unarmored. Use of the towed and self- 
propelled 37 mm and 20 mm FLAK weapons is 
explained below. 
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NEW EXPERIMENTAL RULES 
Many possibly interesting experimental rules 

were left out of the game on purposedue to theextra 
complexity they would have caused. For GENER- 
AL readers, however, the extra complexity may be 
acceptable and so these rules are presented here. A 
word of warning; the inclusion of many of these 
rules, and especially the Camouflage and Visibility 
options, may make a full TOBRUK scenario far too 
complicated for the average player and so it is 
recommended they be employed only in selected 
firefight games at first. 

MISCELLANEOUS RULES 
Light DensiQ Minefields and Lanes 
The minefield counters used in the game 

represent very densely laid areas and this is why they 
are so difficult to cross. Often, however, time or 
availability of mines forced infantry units to lay 
fields of much less density which were still almost 
always marked but which could be crossed fairly 
safely. To put this into the game is simple and 
interesting. At the beginning of play, the defender is 
allowed a certain number of minefield counters 
varying in density a t  mutual player agreement. On 
the back of each counter the field density is penciled 
in the form of the die rollabove which must be rolled 
for attempted passage of the hex to be successful. 
Each counter is then placed on the board by the 
defender with this number concealed untila passage 
is attempted. 

Also, most minefields contained secret lanes 
through which the laying side could safely pass. To 
allow for this in the game simply assume that any 
friendly unit may pass through afriendly mined hex 
after stopping for one full turn before entering it. 

Camouflage and Concealment 
The camouflaging of weapons was critical to 

desert survival but due to its extremecomplexity no 
rules were presented in the game to allow for it. For 
serious players, however, the inclusion of these rules 
will radically improve the overall realism of the 
game. Players may, during the initial set-up. conceal 
any large weapon in a weapon pit, or any ATR, 
MMG, or mortar in any hex containing entrench- 
ments. The location of such concealed weapons 
must l~ recorded insecret and the weapon and crew 
may be removed from the board. 

Exposure only occurs when the weapon fires or 
whenever any enemy unit comes within "spotting" 
range of its position. These ranges are: 

Medium mortars 2 hexes 

47 mrn (I) ATG, 50  mm PAK, 

88 mrn FLAK, 7s mm +,-,,-- 10 hexes 
g$~<g$~y;~~~y$;$;;$g@~$~$gy$$~~gyfg~q 
In a similar way units behind optional crestlines 
may be removed from the board until spotted. 

Visibility 
As in the case of Camouflage, adding visibility to 

the game entails complexities that may be unaccept- 
able to many players. Visibility did play a significant 
part in the desert battles. 

To use, assume that no unit beyond visible range 
may be fired upon or identified. Players may use 
blank counters to cover units and thus hide their 
identities. 

INFANTRY RULES 
Crawling 
Infantry units may approach a position at tht  

Crawling movement rate and in that cover state. 
The rate is one hex per two turnsand thecoverstate 
is the same as Stationary. 

Morale Loss Under Artillery Fire 
Personnel units undergoing artillery bombard- 

ment are naturally shaken. To simulate this in the 
game it is suggested that personnel being fired upon 
for effect with artillery or mortars at or below I05 
mm in size lose one morale point per unit and those 
receiving above 105 mm fire for effect lose two 
points per unit. 

Breaching the AT Ditch 
Personnel units could breach A T  ditchworks by 

blowing in their sides with explosives. To allow this 
common tactic in the game might be desirable. In 
play, assume that any infantry group of at least 20 
men may blow in the walls ol  an AT trench hex 
(turning it into a hedgehog hex) by remaining for ten 
turns in the hex and not engaging in firingor Melee. 
After breaching, vehicles may move through the AT 
trench hex in the same manner as minefields. 

WEAPON AND ARTILLERY RULES 
Burrier Barrage 
Often in the desert war even AFV units would be 

forced to stop in front of an extremely heavy 
artillery fire zone although the chances of their 
being damaged by it were remote. This event may be 
simulated in the game by assuming that any hex 
which has been subjected to 200 fragmentation 
factors or more of indirect artillery or mortar fire 
during the indirect phase of a turn may not be 
entered by any unit during the next movement 
phase. 

Airburst 88 mm HE 
The 88 mm FLAK weapon was the only gun on 

the board to possess large time-fuzed HE ammuni- 
tion for the engagement of aircraft. Often, these 
rounds were used against ground targets set to 
explode in the air-an entremely lethal tactic. To 
allow this in the game simply assume that an 88 may 
fire airburst H E  against any target anywhere on the 
board after one turn of "ranging" rounds in which 
no damage is done. The airburst rounds produce as 
much fragmentation as the normal 88 mm H E  
round but they will reduce Full Cover to Good 
Cover for all units which are not in ACV's, hunkers 
or blockhouses, and they will not produce direct 
hits. 

Dust Reduction of ROF 
As mentioned previously, it was assumed in the 

game that all dug-in {in weapon pits) weapons were 
assumed to adopt anti-dust measures to prevent 
obscuration upon firing. When moved into the 
open, however. considerable dust would be raised 
by any large caliber weapon discharge and this may 
be reflected through a reduced ROF. In play assume 
that anv wearion firing outside of a weapon pit has 
its R O ~  rediced by ;ne-half, rounded down. This 
does not apply to AFV's, ATR's mortars or rifle 
caliber weapons. 

Mortar OP's 
When using the Camouflage and Visibility rules 

below and other occasions, situations may arise 
where mortar weapons would not be able to directly 
see a target. In these cases, allow any infantry HQ 
unit to act as a mortar forward observer for any 
friendly mortar. This is historically accurate for 
participants in the desert conflict. 

Mortar Registrations 
As in the case of artillery batteries, mortar crews, 

especially German, would often shoot-in registra- 
tion points for fire. To simulate this, it is suggested 
that two or three registrations be allowed for each 
medium mortar in the game to bt used exactly as 
those for artillery batteries. 

AAA vs. Diving Stuka 
In the current game no differentiation is made 

between firing with Bofors upon a diving Stuka and 
firing upon one in level flight and this is a 
simplification. A diving aircraft is a much easier 
target and to reflect this it is suggested that the 
required Z d i a e  roll for a kill on a Stuka executingan 
attack upon a unit within the 5-hex Bofors zone be 
increased to 2.3, or 4. In a similar way, captured 20 
mm Breda. 20 mm FLAK, 37 mm FLAK and 20 mm 
weapons on the Sd. Kfz. 222 armored car may be 
employed by the British player against Stukas. For 
simplicity. assume that all four of these weapons are 
employed identically to the Bofors for AA fire with 
the exception that the 20 rnm weapons have an 
effective zone of only two hexes in radius instead of 
five. 

ARMOR RULES 
75 rnm HEAT Ammunition 
During the Gazala battles the Germans intro- 

duced hollow charge or HEAT rounds for use with 
the 75 mm short weapon on the Pz 1V and with the 
75 mrn LIG. If used, it is suggested that very few 
rounds be allocated to each vehicle or weapon 
involved in a game. The Damage Tables for all 
AFV's do  not include 75 mm HEAT entries so they 
are summarized in a special table. 

Reduced ROF Beyond Effective Range 
Whenever AFV's and ATG's engaged targets 

beyond their "effective range" (by definition in the 
game, beyond the range where an unadjusted Hit 
Probability Number of "8" or better is required), it 
was usual practice in the desert for both sides to 
sense the fall of shot to avoid wasting ammunition. 
To simulate this it is suggested that no target may be 
engaged (by AFV's or ATG's) beyond the unadjust- 
ed "8" range at higher than the firing weapon's 
initial ROF until the target is hit. 

Field of Fire 
This is a very strange sounding rule which may 

be of use in some scenarios. Its purpose is to prevent 
the running of personnel units from one state of full 
cover to another without being engaged by enemy 
units in the area. In this rule, any unit may indicatea 
straight line 'Yield of fire" from itself through any 
hexes at the beginning of the movement phase of a 
turn. Any enemy units crossing or entering a hex 
containingpart of the field of fire may beengaged by 
the firing unit at full acquisition ROF at whatever 
cover state exists within the hex crossed or entered. 
Naturally, units laying fields of fire in a turn may 
not fire except against enemy units crossing or 
entering the field. 

Crew Intimidation 
As in the case of personnel units, vehicle crews 

helpless in the face of overwhelming odds would 
often be forced to surrender. In this rule. this 
situation may be brought about for crews of M- and 
F- killed vehicles whenever their morale level is 
brought to zero exactly as in the case of Intimida- 
tion of Personnel. 

Smoke Projectors 
All AFV's in the game including the armed 

APC's and armored cars carry smoke projecton or 
candles for self defense. They were used in the real 
desert battles for providinga short smoke screen to 
allow the vehicles to retreat and this is how they may 
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be used in the game. Whenever a vehicle is forced to HE Hits on AFV's 
leave the board due t o  caswlties or firepower In the standard game it was stated that the HE 
damage, it may lay one smoke counter in any hex ammunition fired by the Crusader C. S. and 75 mm 
through which it moves to retreat from the board. LIG weapons was ineffective except inachieving R 
The smoke may only be laid once. lasts two turns as o r  TR hits. In reality, however, this is an over- 
artillery smoke, and affects play in the same way. simplification. HE ammo from any weapon has 

some capability fordamaging most GFV's. With the 
addition of the lighter armor this damage evaluation 

HE HIT DAMAGE TABLE 

M 3 Honey 

becomes important and so will be presented here. 
All HE results listed in the following table are for 
each round hit o r  burst hit. 

If players include most o r  all of the above-listed 
Experimental Rules, TOBRUK should represent a 
nearly complete representation of desert war as 
revealed in historical accounts. 

w Pz. I1 F 20 - 37mm - - - - - - - - - F - -  

PZ. IlIHor J 

Pz. IV F2 2n - 37mm - + - - - - - - - F - -  
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TAKING THE 
Although STALINGRAD has been thoroughly 

discussed in many past issues of the GENERAL, 
one aspect of the game lacks a thorough summary. 
There have been articles on German strategy; there 
have been articles on Russian strategy; on historical 
variants, design analysis, and a summary of 
defensive techniques. But only a few articles have 
even eluded to the numerous offensive techniques 
available to the astute attacker when playing 
Stalingrad. Many players call these "offensive 
tactics" or "dirty tricks". I call them a summary of 
experience and using the rules to the best advantage. 

Probably the best way to introduce offensive 
techniques is through an analysis of the Combat 
Results Table. But probability is boring to many 
people and several articles have already been written 
analyzing the CRT. The results of thisanalysis stress 
3-1 or better attacks with 1-3 soak-offs. 3-1 or better 
attacks guarantee the attacker will take the position. 
1-3 soak-offs guarantee the best chance for the least 
loss to the attacker. Unfortunately, the more 
STALING RA D becomes analyzed, the more ways 
the defender will find ways to prevent a German 
from using the 3-1, 1-3 strategy. Obviously, the 3-1, 
1-3 strategy will work against beginning players but 
the more STALINGRAD becomes a ?ournament" 
game at the conventions, the more you will find that 
your opponent is an intermediate level or expert 
STALINGRA D player. 

In effect, the attacker is looking for three results 
on the Combat Results Table. He wants to take an 
enemy position, eliminate enemy units, and mini- 
mize his own losses. Based on these objectives there 
i s  a priority of results that he must strive for. In 
order they are DElim, DBack 2 or Exchange, 
ABack 2, and AElirn. A strict analysis of just the 
CRT does not take into account theactual situation 
on the mapboard. In effect, by properly attacking, 
the offensive player will find that he can change 
many DBack 2 results into DElim results, or ABack 
2 results into DBack 2 results (effectively anattacker 
advance). The trick is where to find the weakness in 
the defense. The purpose of this article, then, will be 
to put some punch back into the offense, to turn a 
result that gives no advantage to the attacker, intoa 
result that gives the advantage to the attacker. 
Admittedly, each of these techniques can be 
stopped. But in many instances, by threatening 
everywhere, the attacker can force thedefender into 
a weak position and then capitalize on it. 

CHANCING DBACK 2's INTO DELIM's 
1. USING THE ADVANCE 

FIGURE #la-ln tnls oeenlna set-UD nosition two units are Doorly 
pornionad, thc 5 - 7 4  ncxi lo  &at-~iio&kshould be attackedt 3-1. 
the 2-34 should be attacked al3-1 or 5-1 (with a 1-3 soak-off against 
lhc -6). Appropriate soak-om are made agalnst tht 7-lCL4and 3 5- 
7 4 s .  Note that although 1-3 is lhc bcst posgible soak-offin temsof 
lms ratio, the German should not nsk 5 - 5 4  unlcss he has to-they 
arc vcry raluable unilr. Note that the 8 4 4  with the 2 5 - 5 4  will 
advance alter combat spinst thc 5-74 .  Similarly the 2 7-7-6's w~ll  
advancc after combat egainst the 2-3-6. I n  effect Brcst-Lilovsk must 
be surmundcd. 

OFFENSE IN STALINGRAD 
By Joseph A. Angiolillo, Jr. 

There are four ways (that 1 have found so far) to 
take advantage of D k c k  results. Almost any player 
worth anything knows the first way: to usea 3-1 or 
better attack against a doubled position, advance 
after combat, and surround enemy units. The 
surrounded units are then either attacked at 3-1 or 
better odds or must counterattack in their turn at 
poor odds. Figure #la showsanexample of part of 
a novice player's opening Russian set-up. Not only 
bas he left the German player 3-I's but he has also 
assured the loss of Brest by giving the German 
player an advance alter combat. Normally, players 
of this quality are not found in conventionsafter the 
second round. So this situation will rarely occur. 
Figure #Ib is similar to a recent contest in the 
GENERAL and is a good example of utilizing the 
advance after combat in conjunction with other 
attacks to take Moscow. Experienced players 
should be able to recognize the weakness of this 
situation immediately. 

FIGURE #Ib-In this posilion the xquence of attacks is critical. 
Two 3-1's arc made against the 4 - M  and 2 - 3 4  in hcx $33. The 3-1 
against the 4 4 4  from hcx 532 is made first so that it  wll rarcat 
leau~np only the 2 - 3 4  in the hex. After the 2-3-6 IS eliminated or 
retreeted by the attack from hcx R33, the 8 8 6  and 6 4 6  advance. A 
[-3 swk-OR from hex T32 is made aplnst hex T33. Units on hex U32 
attack the 5-74 on hcx U33 at > I ,  retreitinl: it so that thc attack 
against the 2-34 on U33.15-1 from units on hexes V33 and V32 will 
allow thc advance of 2 7-7-6's from V33 and a &44 from V32. 

2. USING THE PIN 
A variation of the advance after combat is the 

pin. In effect this technique is a single attack that 
will surround an enemy unit: by retreating it 
properly, then advancing after combat. Figure #2a 
shows the standard second turn defense of the 
northern Nemunas used by many intermediate 
Russian players. It is 3-1 proof but not impne- 
trable. By taking a small risk (10 factors) and using 
the pin attack, a 1-2 becomes as effective as a 1-1 in 
eliminating the 7-10-4. Later in the game, as the 

FICURE#ta- In  th~spositlon t h c 7 - I M  krctrcattd intoGcrmany if 
a DB2 result is rolled. Thus with the roll of a I or 2 the Nemunas is 
broken. A 5 o r 6  is an AElim bul3orawill  notchansanylhing. Note 
that the DB2 is more f l m r ~ v c  using Ihia attack than an outright 1-2 
since the 7-104 is pinned. The 7-104 is retreated to hex T I 6  and the 
attacking units advancc. 

Russian player loses units, he will become hard- 
pressed in either the north or south. In many games 
the situation as pictured in figure #2b occurs. Again 
the pin is used to turn a DEack 2 into a DElim. The 
Russian unit is retreated to the hex indicated. 
German units advance and the Russian unit must 
counterattack at poor odds in its turn, resulting in 
its elimination. 

F I G U R E  #Zb-In this posit~on thc 5-74 is attacked at 3-1 and 
retreated to hcx MM22 by the retreat path indifated in the 
illustration. Germanunlts thcnadranceafter combat and thc Russian 
unlt 1s eliminated in its combat phase. 

3. USING THE WEATHER 
One of the most dramatic methods of changinga 

DBack 2 into a DElim when playing the Russiansis 
to use the weather. Nothing is more enjoyable than 
retreating a German unit onto Lake Ladoga during 
a snow game-turn and watching it drown if the lake 
thaws next turn. Admittedly, the best timeto usethe 
weather attack is during snow in March. April is a 
sure thaw turn and the unit will drown. Even an 
attack in February is useful because of the 
nrobabilitv that the lakes will thaw in March. The 
h a t i o n  $lustrated in figure #3 oocurred in a PBM 
game and is a perfect illustration of how to use the 
weather attack. 

FlCl lRE#3- In  thia posrtlon thc5-54iraltackedat3-1. I f  itretmu 
it is retreeted to hex H31 and will not beable toreach Lcningrad i l t h ~  
weather is poor(snow). Iftheweathcrchsngts to mudorcleartheuni~ 
drowns, eliminating it. 

4. USING POOR TERRAIN; 
STRATEGIC ELIMINATION 

T h e  last method of changing a DBack 2 into a 
DElim is very subtle. A player must understand that 
by pushing a unit into the "boondocks" that he has 
effectively strategically eliminated the unit. The 
poor terrain attack uses mountains, swamps, and 
the sea. The retreated units are either eliminated 
next turn, isolated, or rendered useless because of 
their position. Figure #4a renders the Russian unit 
useless by retreating it into the Crimea, though it is 
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FIGURE #Is-in this position the 2-3-6 on hen MM21 is retrealed 
intolhe Crimea if a Dl32 result is rollcd. Nott that a 3-1 will always 
tliminatt t k  unit b a u s e  i t  i s  strategically eliminated by a DBZ 
result. Sinre 23-6's arevaluablc forrcplaccmenlc, the DB2result may 
mn be preferable to a DElim. 

sorely needed in the south. Figure #4b isolates the 
Russian unit by retreating it into the mountains in 
Hungary. And figure #4c uses the Pripiet Marshes 
to prevent the 7-10-4 from reaching Minsk and 
preventing a 3-1 on the city next turn. 

hex SIB on turn 2 at 3-1. Sincc most Russian players (and the one in 
this example is no exception) have the closcst 7 - I M  at Brtsl-Lilowk. 
the 2-34 is first climinatcd at 7-1 and the3 1 7 4 %  areattacked at 3 1- 
31. Surviving German units must be retrcatcd to hex U 18, preventing 
the 7-104 from rcaching 518 on the upwming Russian move. 

FlGURE#4b-In this position t h e 4 e o n  henFFI2isattackdat 3- 
I from hcx EE12 and if a DB2 result is rolled. i t  is retreated to hex 
HHIO, s!ratcgicully eliminating it. I f  the German playcr attacked 
from hex FF1 I, he could attain bcttcrodds agaiwtthe4-t4 bul could 
not strategically eliminate the unit and would also havt to soak-om 
against other Russian units. 

Note that all of these techniques can be used with 
low odds attacks, effectively changing 1-2's into 1- 
1's since a DBack 2 becomes as useful as a DElim. 
The only difference is that the attacker risks less 
factors in an AElim. 

FIGURE #&-In thig position thc 7-104 is  needed next turn to 
dcfeed Minsk (preuentlnga 3-1 by placing the 2 5-74's on hex W22 
and a 2->6 on hex U22) and IS attacked at 1-2 horn hex ZM. A 1 or 2 
will prevent the 7-104 from reaching Minsk next turn. Only a 5 or 6 
wl l  reaull in the eliminatlon of the 5 - M .  

CHANGING ABACK 2's INTO DBACK 2's 
5. USlNG OVERSTACKING 

The only technique that I know of that will 
change ABack 2's into DBack 2's (gain terrain) was 
explained in an early issue of the GENERAL. The 
illustration in that article rarely occurs now since 
good players understand the technique and have 
compensated for it in their openingset-up. The most 
useful application of the overstackingattackusually 
occurs during the first winter when Russian 
mobility is lacking and there are few Russian units 
available to counterattack. Figure #5a uses the 

overstacking principle on the opening set-up to 
prevent a 7-10-4 from reaching $18 on turn #2. The 
position can then be assaulted at 3-1 next turn. 
Figure #5b uses the overstacking principle on turn 
#2 to isolate the north from much needed reinforce- 
ments on turn #3. The Nemunas can then be 
assaulted, giving the Germans the advantage of 
breaking the river early. Figure #5c uses the 
overstacking attack to lengthen the Russian line 
during the first winter. Because of the reduced 
mobility the Germans will surely gain momentum. 

FICURE #5b-mis attack is oken used in conjunction with the 
attack shown in  flgurc #Za. Tht pomibilities of crushing thc Russian 
linc in  thc north are very prom~sing using the twoattecks. Note that 
the AB2 forces thc 2-2-4 to cut off reinforcernentsfrom Brcst-Litovpk. 
A 1-2 is often employed sinct adictollof 1.2.3or4isagoodrcsult for 
the German. Nott that the automatic ellrn~nation oflht2-34 i s s a d  
until after the 1-2 is rollcd. 

FICURE #%-In this maition the Russian player is itymled by tht 
weather- hehcks mocl~c) becauseof ~hewntc; T h c ~ i r m a n  plajer 
attack. the ? 5-7-41 at  1-3 cacn A die roll of 1.2.3 or 4 will atuse (he 
Rua~ian player to rclreat the units behind Russianlines. Note thal thc 
2 - 3 4  is attacked a[ an automatic elimination after the other two 
attacks arc made. 
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In all of these examples theattacker stacks hexes 

three high when he could be retreated behind his 
lines. Units must then be retreated "forward" to 
obey the stacking restrictions. The sequence of 
attacks is almost always critical. And numerous low 
odds attacks against the same position are better 
than one low odds attack to assure the highest 
probability that at least one attack will succeed. In 
effect 1-3's became as good as 1-2's and 1-2's are as 
good as 1-1's. 
CHANGING EXCHANGES INTO ADVANCES 
6. USING EXCHANGE ATTACK FACTORS 

AND 1-1's 
Pleviously mentioned in Vol. 2 No. 5, p. 5 of the 

GENERAL, 1-1's can be used to break river lines, 
mountain ranges, and city positions. Theattacksare 
riskier than 1-2's but offer many more rewards if 
they work. The technique involves attacking a hex 
of a river line at 1-1 withjust the right unitsavailable 
for exchange. The remainingunits can thenadvance 
after combat. Figure #6 illustrates the advanceafter 
1-1 principle. Note that one large 1-1 is made, not 2 
small 1-1's since the reason for the attack is to 
advance after combat. Probability favors the single 
attack since the Russian player would be able to 
counterattack at basic odds if only one attack 
succeeded, still holding the river line. 

FlCllRE #b-In thc following pmition thc Gcrman player has 
chosen to takc three I-l'sto break tht  Dncstr. Themostcffccliw 1-1 is 
the one against 1117 since i t  forms the R k a n  to counterattack to 
hold thc Suulhtrn Bug Note that in  cach attack exactly tbt correct 
units are used so that in theevent of anexchangt, theremainingunits 
wili advanm after combat (thc circled units arc rcmovcd with an 
ezhange result). Results or 1.2 or 3 will achieve the the G m n  
objective. Only a 5 or 6 will m u l l  in the Germanloss of all attachng 
unlts. 

LESSENING YOUR LOSSES 
7. USING 1-2's IN THE OPEN 

Since exchanges benefit the Germans when they 
attack, 1-2's against a non-doubled position (in the 
open) can be used in an attempt to eliminate 
Russian units and/ or take terrain. Against two 4-6- 
4's or 4-6-6's the German player could attack with a 
2-24 and a 4-44. In an exchange the Russianplayer 
must lose both units (twelve defense factors) while 
the German player loses six defense factors. Against 
two 5-74'6, a 3-34 and a 444 will give the same 
effect. Against three 4 - 6 4 ,  nine attack factors are 
needed. Note that the same effect is nor achieved 
with ten factors attacking two 5 - 7 4 s  and a 4-64. 
Obviously, 1-2's are risky but when you need to take 
risks to eliminate Russian units, 1-2 's  in the openare 
sometimes the best attack. 

8. USING 1-1's IN THE OPEN 
A variation of attack #7 is the 1-1 attack in the 

open, using just the right units for an exchange. 
Against two Russian 4-6-4'8, the German should 
attack with three 444's. An exchange will not only 
take the position, but also give a beneficial loss ratio 
to the German (eight defense factors to twelve). The 
same effect occurs when two 5 - 7 4 s  are attacked by 
two 5-54's and a 444 .  Any stack in theopen that is 
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stronger than this, however, is usually too strong to 
be attacked at 1-1 frornone hex. The German player 
will need to use his valuable panzer corps in the 
attack and infantry is more expendable because of 
the greater threat offered by the German panzers. 

Obviously 1-1's in the open risk more factors 
than 1-2's but the presenoe of a DElim on the table 
makes the attack more profitable if it succeeds. The 
more important concept for the German player to 
understand is that he should only take "selective" 
risky attacks. They should only be used to maintain 
the momentum. In this way the German player does 
not lose the game because he fights against the laws 
of probability as well as his Russian opponent. 
USING THE INDIRECT APPROACH 

Of the eight at tach mentioned in this article, 
attacks #7 and #8 can least often be prevented by the 
Russian player. The only way that the Russian 
player can prevent these attacks would be to COMMENT ON F I G U R W # l a n d  #g-Thc purpose ofthe indirect back from Riga. T h e  defense along the Divina was prediclablcanrl 
sacrifice units or allow numerous 3 - 1 3 ~  against his approach is to threaten 3-1 attacka on the next turn and, thtrcforc. forced the Dneprdefengerhownin ruurt#8. And theobjective of the 

iake ground. Thc pmltion list4 in figure #7 is the pwtion after rhe mow was to rnakeapa~r of I-Z'sagainst hex FF22sous~ochangtany position. and in the Open is Russian September 1941 movc. Mud was rolledfor October 1941 and ABl's into retreats into Rumian t t m i n  by stacking hexes FF2Oand 
much safer. snow i& the weathcr for November Fiaure #B shows t k  G e m n  GG19 to thc limit. Note t h t  the move had Far reachinu terullknnt( . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . - 

often times the ~~~~i~~ player will make a OCtobtr 1941 move and the resulting Kussian move. Units were pves the German a p o d  chancr lo brtak tht DneprlnNovernber-a 
plscd In the north to perform three missions, every unit was movcd roll of  1.2.3 or 4 in ather 1-2 attack would be a German sucass. The minor giving the player a chance to to the pobition shown for a purpose: to thrtaltn a 3-1, attack an actual German Novtmkr  movc is not shown but the power of the 

use one of the other attacks that have been enemy unit, or penetrate terrain. Asa rcsultunitswereforced to pull indirect approach is. 
mentioned. However, just blind luck that the 
Russian player will err is no way to play thegame. A 
good German player will force the Russian player 
into a position where he will give up one of the 
attacks, or he must retreat. This forcing of the issue 
is the purpose of the indirect approach. 

Many articles have been written on the indirect 
approach, but few examples have been included in 
STALINGRAD articles. In a nut shell, the indirect 
approach stresses German panzer corps in a 
centralized position where they can attack as many 
positions as possible on the next turn. Thus killer 
packs are needed, behind the lines whenever they are 
not being used for a specific attack. A"good" killer 
panzer army would include four 8-8-6'6, three 6-6- 
6's, and two 5 -54s .  This combination of units can 
successfully attack (at 3-1) a single doubled 5-7-4 
from two hexes, a doubled 6-9-6 from three hexes 
(with one soak-off), or a doubled 7-104 from three 
hexes (with no soak-offs). Not only is the combina- 
. . .  

t ~ o n  of units perfect for the attack, but it is also 
perfect for theexchange. Thus the indirect approach the Russian player will prevent 3-1 attacks by 
stresses centralized panzer reserves and counting properly positioning his units, sacrificing only one 
combat factors. or two 2-3-6's per turn. 

Another aspect of the indirect approach involves 
certain "key" hexes on the mapboard. Hex Y24 can 
only be "3-1 proofed" using both 7-10-4's- 
otherwise the river line can be broken. This fact 
leaves fewer strong units for the Russian player to 
use to defend in the south during later stages of the 
game. Hex AA22 is an excellent position to place 
three 8-8-6's or two 8-8-6's and a 5-54,  The stack 
can pivot either north or south if need be. 

An example of the use of the indirect approachis 
included in figure #, the Russianposition that must 
be destroyed. The entire mapboard is shown 
because the indirect approach involves all the 
Russian units, not simply a sector of the front. By 
properly positioning German unitsand studying the 
position from north to south, a German move can 
be made to force a position where attack #5 will be 
used to stretch the Russian line next turn. Figure#8 
shows the resulting Russian move. It is strong but 
predictable and forceable. The result of the indirect 
approach is a gain in momentum: it forces the 
Russian player to weaken his position or retreat. 

WHEN TO TAKE RISKS 
The final point of this article is to discuss when 

the German player must take risks to win the game. 
Obviously, if the Russian player is a novice, the 
German player will never have to take risks. He can 
win the game by surrounding units and attacking at 
3-1 or better with 1-3 soak-offs. More often than not 

Now the German player is faced with a problem. 
When should he take risky attacks-1 -2'8, I-l's, and 
2-l's? Obviously, these attacks must be made just a t  
the right moment, and not too often, just enough to 
maintain the momentum. Experienced players say 
that the more you play the more you learn when to 
take risks. Even though you may think this is 
passing the buck, it's the truth. There are some 
guidelines, however. 

You can obviously take risks early and make or 
break the game early, but a more effective method is 
to attack a few, selective, positions during the first 
few turns, before the Russians get reinforcements- 
1-2's andlor 1-1's in the open: and afew,very few, 1- 
2's or 1-1's or (ech!) 2-1's to break river lines or city 
defense lines. The best time to take risks is during 
the first winter when the Russian player lacks the 
mobility to sufficiently plug up holes in the line. And 
the most important turns in the game are February 
and March of 1942 when the weather changes. An 
effective break in the Russian line during those turns 
will win the game for the Germans. Due to the 
change in the weather and the fact that the Germans 
move first. The Russians have no mobility to plug 
up holes and the Germans have all the mobility to 
exploit them. 

AREATOPTEN I 
Times Previous 

Rank Name On List Rating Rank 

1 .  R. Chiang 3 EGL2031 1 
2. T. Oleson 4 I101913 2 
3. R. Wood 1 CDIISOI. - 

4. C. Todoroff 2 CFI1763 3 
5. S. Heinowski 2 CFI174.4 4 
6. G. Kilbride I CDG1697 - 
7. D. Barker 2 CEG1596 7 
8. S. Packwood 2 CEA1592 5 
9. J. Ldeune 3 CDE1579 6 

10. B. Beardsley 1 CCD1540 - 

The above players represent the 10 highest 
verified (1 1 + rated games) of the 3,000 member 
AREA pool. Players with an  opponent qualifier 
less than C were not calculated among the top 
player ratings. 

The "Times on List" statistic isconsidered as 
"Consecutive" times on list. If a player slipsout 
of the Top TO for any fength of time his next 
appearance is considered as his first. 
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BLIND FREE KRIEGSPIEI 
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1 By Chris Crawford 

The enjoyment of most wargames can be greatly 
increased by "blinding" them-that is, forcing each 
gamer to play thegame with verylimited knowledge 
of his opponent's dispositions and movements. This 
can be easily arranged by separating the two players 
by a screen and having each one play on his own 
mapboard, play being regulated by an umpire. 
Many players have at one time or another 
experimented with various forms of blindgaming. 
The general idea in most versions 1 have seen is 
always the same: players use the standard game 
rules with only such modifications as are necessary 
to blind the game. At the beginning of his turn a 
player is told the positions of any enemy units that 
he can see. He then moves and fights according to 
thenormal rules with umpire interfetenoe only when 
he blunders into an unseen enemy unit. A frequently 
played blindgame is SNIPER!, whose sighting rules 
are readily adaptable to blinding. 

Blindgames offer far more excitement and 
realism than standard games. You cannot appre- 
ciate the special terror of a blindgame until you sit 
down behind the dividing screen and let your 
imagination go to work. The enemy lurks behind 
every tree and rock. You're never quite sure what 
he's up to, and you keep nervously checking your 
flanks and rear. I've derived great sadistic pleasure 
from blindgames with beginners by frantically 
shuttling my biggest and meanest tank unit an over 
the battlefield, presenting my opponent with brief 
and tantalizing glimpses. The tactic accomplishes 
little of immediate military value, but the groans of 
confusion and frustration are hilarious. 

The greatest enjoyment of blindgames only 
comes after you have played a few and you realize 
that your opponent is every bit as blind as you are. 
This realization opens up a whole realm of new 
possibilities. Tactics that are idiotic in regular games 
offer opportunities for victory in a blindgame. You 
can try to sneak around your opponent's flank, or 
you can attempt a sudden coup de main onacritical 
position. You can feint in one direction while 
thrusting in another; you can even attempt a pure 
bluff. All of these strategems can work in a 
blindgame. 

More importantly, only a blindgame can 
successfully simulate one of the most important and 
most neglected aspects of military operations-the 
fog of war. Few gamers seem to realize the crucial. 
role played by limited intelligence in real warfare. 
Let us consider, for example, the two pillars of 
modern military operations: the blitzkrieg armored 
offensive and the mobile defense. No wargame I 
have seen even begins to adequately simulate these 
operations. Try to pull off *Sichelschnitt" in 
FRANCE 1940-it doesn't work. Try to encircle 
your opponent's forces in WAR IN THEEAST-it 
can't be done against a competent player. 

Wargames have failed to simulate the blitzkrieg 
and mobile defense because both of these operations 
are built around limited intelligence factors. The 
blitzkrieg has three stages: I )  the secret massing of 
troops at the schwerpunkt; 2) the destruction of the 
enemy line at the schwerpunkt; and 3) the lunge by 
armored forces from the schwerpunkt deep into the 
enemy's rear areas. In the most successful blitz- 
kriegs this lunge has always been a straight ahead, 
to-hell-with-the-flanks affair. ObviousIy, a blitz- 
krieg couldn't get off the ground in a full intelligence 
game; the defender would see the build-up and 
reinforce the threatened sector. Even if the attacker 
could breach the line (avery rare occurrence in most 
games), he wouldn't dare lunge his armor forward. 
The defender, knowing hiaexact dispositions, could 
easily crush the breakthrough. 

Similarly, the mobile defense is a pointless 
exercise in full intelligence wargames. Theoretically, 
the mobile defense requires the-existence of armored 
reserves which can swing against theexposed flanks 
of a developing penetration and cave it in while it is 
still vulnerable. The battle's outcome is normally 
determined by speed-cantheattacker complete his 
breakthrough and bring infantry into the flanks 
before the defender's armored reserves arrive7 The 
Wehrrnacht of 1943144 was consistently quicker 
than its Russian opponent, and thus was frequently 
able to defeat Russian penetrations, despite its 
numerical inferiority. Only when they had no 
mobile reserves left did their mobile defense fail. All 
of this cannot be simulated in a full intelligence 
game because theattacker would not lunge his tanks 
forward unless he knew that thedefender would not 
be capable of cutting them off. Why should he stick 
his neck into a noose? The same thing applies to the 
defender. Why bother having reserves when you 
know exactly what the enemy is capable of doing. 
Stuff that armor into the line where it'll do some 
good. It's terribly unrealistic, but it's standard 
practice in full intelligence games. 

Blindgames offer one other possibility which, so 
far as I know, has not been explored by many 
gamers. Every blindgame requires an umpire; this 
umpire must k intimately familiar with the rules of 
the game and is probably a very skilled player 
himself. Yet the umpire's resonsibilities in a 
blindgame are limited to checking sighting and 
spotting, and resolving combat. His vast talents are 
being wasted. Should we not utilize these talents by 
giving the umpire more decision-making responsi- 
bility? I propose that we permit the umpire to make 
the rules rather than merely apply them. I. propose 
that we allow him to determine on a case-byase 
basis mrnbat results, terrain effects, supply, morale, 
movement, and all the other factors normally laid 
out in the rules. 

The idea of allowing an umpire to apply his 
military judgment to a situation rather than merely 
enforcing somebody else's rules is not new. A 
hundred years ago military wargamers were 
debating the relative merits of free kriegspiel versus 
rigid kriegspiel. Rigid kriegspiel, the predominant 
system at the time, utilizes a large and complex set of 
rules which regulate allaspects of play. The umpire's 
role in such a game is merely to apply the rules. 
Rigid kriegspiel requires lengthy calculations and 
suffers from a lack of realism because no finiteset of 
rules can truly simulate reality. Free kriegspiel is an 
effort to solve both of these limitations. In free 
kriegspiel, playen are allowed toattempt any action 
they think reasonable; the umpire then determines 
the result of that attempt by applying hisjudgement 
to the situation. 

Most players will immediately recognize that all 
of the commercial wargames currently on the 
market are rigid kriegspieI games. They have an 
absolute set of rules which are complicated and not 
particularly realistic. I am proposing that players 
bring free kriegspiel into civilian gaming. 

There are objections to free kriegspiel. Free 
kriegspiel isarbitrary; important decisions are made 
at the whim of an umpire. Free kriegspiel is 
unpredictable in that the player does not know what 
the umpire will do; the player does not know the 
capabilities of his own units or even the rules that 
the umpire is using! A lot of players are put off by 
these uncertainties. They feel that they should know 

everything about their own units aswellas theexact 
rules that the umpire is using. After all, how can they 
play the game if they don't know the rules 
beforehand? 

Thk insistence on knowing all is common to 
many wargamers. While freely admitting that the 
fog of war prevents them from knowing the 
dispositions of their enemy, they will steadfastly 
deny that the same fog of war applies to their own 
people. These players should study military history 
more closely; moat military operations have been 
plagued by frequent errors and misunderstandings 
within the respective armies. Many a general has 
lamented that getting his own troops under control 
was harder than fighting the enemy. A classic 
example of this internal fog of war is provided by 
Napoleon's Waterloo campaign. The invention of 
the radio went a long way to decrease the internal 
fog of war but the gains so made were for the most 
part nullified by the expansion of the combat zone, 
the decreasing density of troops on the battlefield, 
and the increasing speed afforded to battles by 
motorization. 

The fog of war is so pervasive that acommander 
cannot even know the capabilities of his own units 
with certainty. How can he be sure that his tankscan 
march precisely 8 hexes every day? The road might 
be cratered, or the crews might be tired, or maybe 
the fuel won't get up to the tanks on schedule. Once 
the unit getsintocombat, there's no telling how hard 
it will fight. The same men who were demons 
yesterday might be lethargic today. Who can tell? 
Certainly not the guy who writes the rules. 

Ultimately, the argument over how much a 
player should know boils down to a philosophical 
difference over the purposes of wargames. I tend to 
view a wargams as an  enjoyable way to  simulate 
history with a friend. Many players, however, treat 
wargames as a battle of wits betweenopponents. If I 
may digress for a moment, I would s u g p t  that 
those who hold wargames to be tests of intellect bely 
their inexperience. In a aerious match, the outcome 
of a game is usually decided by experience with the 
game-system rather than intellect. When equally 
experienced players meet, the outcome is usually 
decided by minor slips. I have played too many 
wargames to attach any significance to winning. 
Despite this, there w ~ U  always be a sizable group of 
people who play to win. These people will never 
appreciate free kreigspiel bemuse it strips victory of 
any objective significance. Players whose main 
interest lies in having an enjoyable, intriguing, and 
realistic game will find the above objections 
insignificant. Indeed, the loose atmosphere of a free 
kriegspiel game encourages players to stop worrying 
about winning and toconcentrate on good playing. 

There do exist strong arguments in support of 
free kriegspiel. Foremost among these is the 
aforementioned realism argument-the blindness 
of free kriegspiel games vastly improves the realism 
of the simulation. But free kriegspiel provida~ 
realism over and above that provided by blindness. 
The open-ended nature of free kriegspielpermits the 
umpire to simulate reality a s  closely as he wishes. 
Minor details normally overlooked in regular games 
can make themselves felt in free kriegspiel. Crews 
can tire, one woods hexcan bemore thickly wooded 
than another, traffic jams can develop-the list of 
possibilities is endless. Furthermore, these minor 
details can be had without an extensive set of rules; 
the umpire applies them as they crop up. Thus, what 
is "dirt" to a regular game can be "color" to  a free 
kriegspiel game. Furthermore, free hiegspiel offers 
more room for variance than a rigid game. The 
umpire can juggle combat strengths, movement 
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rates, or anything else he deems appropriate. Under 
these circumstances the game becomes less locked 
in; a player cannot rest assured that 3-1 surrounded 
is a sure kill. There's always the nagging possibility 
of something going wrong, and that keeps players 
honest. 

Another big advantage of free kriegspiel lies in 
what it lacks-rules. Rules that don't exist don't 
have to be studied and memorized. Itnormally takes 
me 3-5 hours to familiarize myself with a particular 
set of rules and perhaps another 10 hours to master 
them. That's a big time investment! With free 
kriegspiel, that investment is unnecessary; a player 
can concentrate on playing the games rather than 
reading the rules. Furthermore, the elimination of 
rules destroys what is in my opinion the bane of 
wargaming-rules nitpicking. Have you ever 
suffered an embarrassingly crushing defeat because 
your opponent used a clever trick based on an 
obscure rule? I've had it happen to me and I've done 
it to others and it's a pile of feces. Even in games in 
which victory is not determined by a rules fluke, the 
character of play is too frequently dominated by 
nuances of the rules. Free kriegspiel stops the rules- 
strangulation of game-playing by eliminating the 
rules themselves. 

A parallel advantage of free kriegspiel is its 
elimination of victory conditions. How many times 
has good play been warped by a desire to satisfy an 
entirely artificial set of victory conditions? I don't 
know, but the very existence of a small set of victory 
conditions is enough to ruin the utility of an 
otherwise pleasant game. My solution is to throw 
the rascals out entirely. Who needs victory condi- 
tions? Play for the fun of it, and evaluate your own 
performance, or discuss mistakes with the umpire 
after the game. If you simply can't have a game 
without a winner, let the umpire select the player 
who did best. 

OK, let's say that you're willing to try free 
kriegspiel. How do you go about it? First you have 
to organize a playerlreferee pool. This is a group of 
players who will work together in learning how to 
make free kriegspiel work. Obviously the absolute 
minimum size is three players, but I have found a 
pool of 5 persons to be optimal. You then select a 
game around which you will focus your initial 
efforts. We used PANZER LEADER for tactical 
games. You start off by playing standard blind- 
games to familiarize everybody with the problems 
and techniques of blindwrning. Once this is 
accomplished, you begin to open up the games by 
permitting the umpire to bend the rules on 
occasion. Specifically, the umpire could alter the 
movement allowance of a unit to reflect fatigue, 
morale, or panic; he could change the column on the 
combat results table; or he could alter the die roIl 
when resolving combat. The principal pitfall here is 
the umpire's eagerness to wield his new power in 
creative and exotic ways. The best example of this 
that I know of is Mike Shepley's "Roving Nomad" 
rule in AFRIKA KDRPS, according to which my 
supply units were suddenly pillaged by roving 
nomads from the scorched sands of the Sahara* 
umpires must exercise self-controlduring this stage. 
The cute tricks must be avoided in favor of themote 
conservative variations. As experience mounts, and 
the group develops a common wisdom, mote 
latitude can be taken by the umpires. Soon you 
reach a stage where you are using the original game 
rules as a starting point, but the umpire is free to 
modify any aspect of the game at any time. A 
problem which might crop up a t  this time involves 
simple differences of opinion. I well remember the 
Germanomaniac who held the Tiger I1 to be 
invincible in tank-to-tank combat and was furious 
when I destroyed one with a Sherman. My feeling 
on this problem is that the umpire must not be 

challenged or questioned during a game. After the 
game is over all three persons should discuss 
questionable rulings. Even then, you must accept 
the occasional fluke. Sometimes in combat things 
happen which shouldn't happen. Those are the 
breaks. 

Eventually you reach the most advanced stage of 
free kriegspiel, in which you completely dispense 
with the standard rules. The umpire makes up a 
scenario, individually briefs each player on his 
situation and mission, and regulates the game. 
Players are free to attempt anything they want; the 
umpire determines the outcome. At this stage the 
aforementioned problem involving the player's 
desire to know more than the umpireis wiIling to tell 
can become severe. The natural tension associated 
with a blindgame can make some people testy, and 
friction with the umpire is a common occurrence 
during this stage. The only solution I have found is 
the adoption of the absolute rule: "The umpire is 
always right, so don't argue with him." Eventually 
the problem irons itself out; after a player has 
experienced the frustrations of umpiring he tends to 
be nicer to his umpires. 

A special problem arises from every umpire's 
nice-guy instincts. Nobody should ever get plastered 
in a game like this so if one fellow is losing, give him 
a few reinforcements and maybe throw those 
decisions his way to even things out. Golly, this 
really is a sweet gesture but it makes very bland 
games-nobody can win. I remember a game in 
which my armor overran a weak position and raced 
halfway across the board toseize most of my victory 
objective--all on the first turn! The rest of the game 
saw me pulverizing the enemy infantry clinging to 
the remnants of the objective. I threw everything I 
had at them and inflicted huge casualties, but never 
enough to finish them and secure the objective. The 
umpire should haveallowed the game to end quickly 
and had us start over. 

The choice of a game for free kriegspiel should 
be rnadecarefuily, for aninitialdisaster will color all 
future efforts. Those unfamiliar with blindgaming 
should probably start with tactical games. These 
games havelow unit counts (agreat aid to the novice 
umpire) and benefit enormously from the blind 
treatment. Free kriegspiel can be most profitably 
applied to the platoon levelgums. The unit density is 
still within the capabilities of the fledgling umpire 
and the games have enormous potential with the 
free kriegspiel treatment. The complexities inherent 
totactical combat may prove difficult, but anumpire 
who uses the game's own rules as a reference point 
can normally feel quite safe. Operational level 
games are dimcult for an umpire to run blind 
because of the high unit density but fortunately the 
mechanics of an operational situation are eaaily 
grasped. With careful work an operationaI game 
can be successful under free kriegspiel. 

I shall close this article with two minor notes on 
mechanics. First, inasmuch as any blinded game 
requires two sets of boards and counten, there 
exists the possibility of counters from different 
games being mixed together. The culprit here i s  the 
umpire, who rushes to board A while still clutching 
counters from board B. He lays them down, forgets 
from where they came, and you've got problems. 
This mess is easily avoided by forbidding theumpire 
to pick up  counters. Let him point. 

Another problem is silence. All three partici- 
pants need to be aware of the fact that the 
conversations between umpire and player contain 
valuable information for the other player. The 
novice umpire must be particularly careful to word 
his conversations so that they carry no significant 
military information. It infuriates a player to have 
his brilliant plans given away by a blabbermouth 
umpire. 

0 

PANZERBLITZ BOOKLETS I 
After hundreds of requests for it, we've 

finally published the  best of the  GENERAL'S 
many articles on PANZERBLITZ-conventional 
wargaming's all time best seller. Entitled 
"Wargamer's Guide to PANZERBLITZ", 11 
in~tiatesand may very weH end the  "Best of the 
GENERAL" series as no other game has  been 
the  target of a comparable volume of literary 
attention. 

The 36 pp manual resemblesvery much a n  
issue of the  GENERAL except that it isdevoted 
100% to PANZERBLITZ The articles are taken 
almost exclusively from back issues, dating as 
far backas 1971. In addition, two never before 
published artrdes appear; Robert Harmon's 
"Commanders Notebook" which analyzes the 
original 1 2  scenarios, plus Phil Kosnett's 
"Chopperblitz"-a hypothetical variant utiliz- 
ing helicopters with six new scenarios. 

Repripts include Larry McAneny's "The 
Pieces of Panzerblitz"-voted the best article 
ever to appear in the  GENERAL, "Beyond 
Situation 13"-twelve additional scenarios by 
Robert Harmon; "Parablitz": "Panzernacht"; 
"Blind Panzerblitz"; "S~tuation 13"; "Champi- 
onship Situations"; "Panzerblitz Conceal- 
ment"; and "Incremental Panzerblitz." Top- 
ping it all off is a complete listing of all errata 
on the game published to date where the 
Opponents Wanted Page once ruled supreme. 

The Wargamer's Guide to PANZERBLITZ 
sells for $3.00 plus 50C postage and handling 
charges from the  Avalon Hill Game Company. 
4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore, M D  24214. 
Maryland residents add 4% state sales tax. 

WE WANT YOU . . . 
to write for the  GENERAL. If you can string 
words tcgether into a n  interesting article 
format on any Avalon Hilt wargarne. there's a 
good chance you're just the  person we're 
looking for. You can supplement our literary 
staff with articles of strategy, game analyses, 
Series Replays, commentaries, new scenarios, 
or variants. 

All articles should be type-written, double- 
spaced and accompanied by a self-addressed 
envelope bearing first class postage. Other- 
wise, rejected articles will not be returned. 
Articlesshould be supplemented with illustra- 
tions and/or charts whenever possible. 

Commencing with t h e  January, 1977 issue 
the  GENERAL will pay $5 per running 1 0  
column of edited text. Letters to the  Editor are 
not subject to remuneration. Alternatively, 
authors may electtotake their remuneration in 
the  form of Avalon Hilf products, paid atythe 
rate of 150% of the  cash remuneration. -. 
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AREA IMPACTED: 

TARGET VEHICLE 

AREA IMPACTED: 

TARGET VEHICLE 
a. Ktr. 26oflo 

AREA M'ACTED: 

T M E T  VEHICLE 
m. K f r  ZBll lD 
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GENERAL BACK ISSUES 
Only a limited number of GENERAL back issues are available for f 1.50 each plus normal postage and 

handling charges. Due to low supplies we request that you specify an alternate for any selection you make. 
The index below lists the contents of each issue by subject matter; feature articlesaredesignated with an (*), 
series replays are italicized, and the number following each issue is the reader rating of that particular issue. 

Vol. 7, No. 2 - 4 miscellaneous, Anzio, Bulge, Jutland, Blitzkrieg, Waterloo 
Vol. 8, No. I - *Bulge, Anzio, 2 miscellaneous, Panzerblitz, 2 Luftwaffe, 1914, Gettysburg 

- 
Vol. 12, No. 1 - * 1776, Awio, miscellaneous, Panzerblitz, Chancellorsvil~a, Panzer Leader, Stalin- 

grad, Tactics I1 . . . 2.57 
Vol. It, No. 2 - '3 Tobruk, Panzerblitz, Bulge, Blitzkrieg, Panzer Leader, Stalingrad . . . 3.10 
Vol. 12, No. 3 - 3 Jutland, Waterloo, miscellaneous, Third Reich, Chancellorsville . . . 3.96 
Vol, 12, No. 4 -*Alexander, A f r i h  Korps, 3 miscellaneous, Panzerblitz, Midway, France '40, 1776, 

Panzer Leader, Stalingrad . . . 2.64 
Yol. 12, No. 5 - *Panzerblitz, Anzio, miscellaneous, Afrika Korps, Blitzkrieg, Third Reich . . . 3.22 
Vol. 12, No. 6 - *Chancellorsville, WS&IM, miscellaneous, Panzer Leader, Stalingrad . . . 3.42 
Vol. 13, No. 1 - *Luftwaffe, Panzer Leader, 2 1776, Waterloo, Kingmaker, Alexander . . . 3.58 
Vol. 13, No. 2 - *WS&IM, Diplomacy, Third Reich. . . 3.32 
Vol. 13, No. 3 - 'Caesar's Legions, Midway, miscellaneous, Panzerblitz, France '40, Kingmaker, 

1776, Stalingrad, Russian Campaign, War at Sea . . .2.53 

ORIGINS 77 
The National Wargaming Orpo 

22,23, and 24 July 1977 
at Wagner College, Staten Island, New York City 

The national exposition forwargarners sponsored by the major firms in the 
hobby. Features boardgaming, miniatures, fantasy gaming, seminars, 
workshops, exhibits, and tournaments. Expanding on the successes of 
Origins I and 11, Origins 77 promises to be even bigger and better. 

6OTrade Show Booths Competition Prizes a "Charlie" 
Awards a Demonstrations a Game Auction a Dormitory 
and Dining Facilities on Site Informal Gaming Areas 
Designers and Artists from All Major Companies 
Send for pre-registration forms now (there's a 25% savings if you 
pre-register rather than buying tickets at the door). 
Send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 

ORIGINS 77, c/o SPl, 44 East 23rd Street, New York, M.Y. 10010 

I COMPARTMENTTRAYS I 
At last! The long suffered problem of unit 

counter storage for Avalon Hill games  is 
solved. The Avalon Hill compartment tray fits 
snugly into the  bottom of the  bookcase style 
box. A clean plasttc cover fits over the mold to 
prevent counter leakage. Each tray has  sixteen 
1 %"x2'/a" compartments %" deep which will 
accommodate up to 400 unit counxers and 4 
dice. 

The tray is also usable in the  flat box 
games. By cutting off with a pair of ordinary 
scissors three of the  four side panels of two 
trays another perfect fit is arranged for t h e  flat 
box games-this time with 32 compartments 
and 5 dice depressions. 

These trays a r e  available by mail orderonly 
direct from Avalon Hill. They will nor be 
included in new game releases in either the 
retail or mail order line. The trays areavailable 
only in sets of 3 and sell for $3.25 per set plus 
75C postage charges. Postage coupons cannot 
be utilized to order compartment trays. Mary- 
land residents please add 4%-state-sales tax. 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
Variant Counters 

I 
TOBRUK Expansion Unit Counters 
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1 REMER BUYER'S GUIDE 
i 
r Mum-phyw Potitiat Game based on 

P m W I  Europe 
I 

j ~~BTRUCTTONS: R a d l  easgorim ~ n g  a 
I numba rpnOLlrp fmm 1 through 9 m ths ap 
; proprlam m 6#1l I1 equnlng & 

lent. S9ueraps: and Wmriblsl. EXCEPTION: 
Ram ~mn No. 10 in term of mlnUtsr nsearcay ' to p16y prm as morded in 1Grninuta inue- 

! men% EXAMPLE: If you'vs found that It takss 
I trm and a M f  hours to play FRANCE 1940, v w  
j -Id #m it a GAME LENGTH ralng of "15." 

P a m  n t b  mi- only if v w  are i f s m ~ l u  w a  th wme in quation. 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- - - - - 

f 
T h  ravia.. dl-L m.)r h wl-k  fie-pid. 

or maraly dram on a osparsts shsa of pqrsr. : Mail it m our 4617 H a  R o d  eddrPa with 
y # r a m t s n s n W a ~ w a n o s d a d . ~ a r *  

: 0 wertment. 

CONTEST NO. 74 

Catastrophe impends for the Persians! Can you move the Greek units so 
as to eliminate EVERY Persian unit shown? It CAN be done! 

All of the 'Official Tournament Rulesw listed on page 15 of the rulebook 
are in effect; both sides are at top morale. 

Just specify the movement and attack for cachof the 13 Greek counters. 
Write down the units in the order in which thev move. and indimte the f d  

- -------- ------------------------ ----- hex, unit facing and enemy unit(~) attacked ior t a ~ h  G m k  unit. 

Q ~ ~ ~ o n e n t  Wanted 7 The winner will bt the solution that guarantees the elimination of the 
I most Persian units. (It's possible to get them ALL, but it's very tricky). No 

. ; ! unit may enter a shaded hex for purposes of the contest. The Companion 

- 
2 For Sa*. Triads, or WandmBuy 4 b .cctp(ed only vhm thty hey dew wlch colleckds Imo+ 

m I- d b k  Pom AH) d am xc-M by r l d w n  Uc k. 
,'; 3. I-rt vtme mpbtd m b t t v i d e d  md *I mm, d phm ~MIII~ whcm pm*&d. 

. . 4. k t m m ~ ~ k t a k ~ y w ~ w l u  notbe m p t e h  - 5. M a  w$L bc *&plod only em roma T m n  W p d i n g  kme axccpt in k cxim WhCIt IW K I c W a n t e d  

. h appasrsd in tho @ir# UQW. 

4 thbl a% many ads can b t  aa @bk w i h n  our limitcd WsFb. we m q w l  you ur the following 
, sbbrtvialions m d m g y o u r  ad Lihavira d t h  Slatc abbrsriahn. 

Alrilu Kwpr = A k  Akxandcr the Great = Akx: Amb Sz&fl Sl- - BB St; slltk d~ hllp 8B, - W 4 t W  Stnww. BK sl: sltu. m y  = oD. FwttdlSt~alrw - FTSt; F m .  1940 = FR'#,F-tpFxc 
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; Cavalry is considered to be in &I& with both the Bactrian and'1ndian 
1 Cavalry. The solution with the greatetprobabk kills will win betweentics. 
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lon Greenwood performed the development 
enores for WAR AT SEA and between pre- 
publication testing and post-pu blication igno- 
miny at the hunds of his wife bans probably logged 
vktually dozens of WAR AT SEA games. 

BRlTlSH TURN 1 - 
At first glance the preponderance of British 

ships would indicate an easy win for His Maj- 
esty's navy. Yet, analysis of the starting forces 
reveals that the British mn guarantee parity in 
only 3 of the 6 board areas. This gives the Axis 
player an average of +2.5 POC on the first turn. 
By my reckoning the British can afford to give up 
only four areas total (not counting the Med or 
Baltic) throughout the game and gtill expect to 
win. Any more errant rendering of POC will 
probably doom the British to defeat. My choices 
on the &st turn are threefold: 1.) to defend 
solidly three areas, and in the next turn try to 
enforce a blockade by controlling both the 
Barents and North Sea in force, thus granting the 
Axis a sizable first turn lead. 2.) Try to take the 
Mediterranean, in which case the Germans will be 
forced to make more daring excursions into the 
Atlantic to compensate for the point loss, or 3.) 
take 4 areas and risk being h o c k e d  out of one in 
the first turn. 

The first choice is the safest as the Germans 
would be foolish to risk a major defeat to their 
fleet when there are plenty POC t o  pick up at no 
risk. The drawback is that it gives the Axis an 
mly POC lead without risking a single piece. 
T h i s  in turn allows him to build up his fleet for 
greater strike potential later in the game, and 
thus makes it easier for h h  to gain the extra two 
or three areas he needs t o  insure victory. The 
second choice is very risky as the British can 
suffer m e r e  damage at the hands of the Italian 
fleet which j s  landlocked inside the Mediterra- 
nean anyway and can be practically ignored if 
pursuing a strictly Atlantic strategy. It does have 
the advantage of practically forcing the Italian 
fleet to do battle at poor odds where a major 
British victory may result in 2 POC for the 
Mediterranean every turn of the game. I t  aIso 
tends to force the issue with the Italian cruisers 
which will be unable to move through a British 
controlled Mediterranean on turn 2. The third 
choice gives the British a POC advantage if 
unopposed and virtually forces the Germans to 
come out and chance harmful attrition of his 
fleet. This is the major reason for using this 
strategy as even attrition of forces is much in my 
favor. Even if I lose the h t t l e  I will not be much 
worse in the points mlumn than if I just 
protected three areas. If I am able to knock out 2 
or more ships, I'll have severely limited future 
German possibilities. In many ways the number 
of ships contending for an area is more important 
than the relative strength of those ships. General- 
ly speaking, elght 1-1-7's are much more likely to  
win a battle than two 4-9-6's as the German 
battleships can fire on only two targets per round 
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of combat. Thus my strategy early in the game 
will h to destroy ar many of the German ships as 
I can. Should he come out I win concentrate on 
his light ships with surface gunfire and his big 
ships with my air attacks. If he gains an advan- 
tage in the first round of combat I'll attempt to 
disengage. 1 can't lose any more POC than if I 
hold three areas, and if he chooses not to risk 
combat I'M have gained maximum POC on the 
f i s t  turn. 

GERMAN TURN 1 - 
To a certain extent, this game wili be a test of 

the "Fuzzy Wuzzy Formula" method of catcu- 
lating the real combat value of units in a game. 
This method was explained in an eariier GEN- 
ERAL (Vol. 13, No. 3) with a specific expla- 
nation of its application to WAR AT SEA; as the 
German player 1 plan to rely on it heavily when 
deciding whether to come out and fight. 

The British are trying to box the German fleet 
in; when the British try this (especially on the 
first turn), the paramount German concern must 
be to  maintain the mobility of the German fleet 
- the British can safely defend two areas, so the 
Germans must maneuver so as to be able to 
threaten three. 

Assuming reasonably even losses, the British 
will always be able to maintain superiority in two 
areas throughout the game, but they will have to 
stretch to defend three. Consequently, the key- 
stone of German policy must be to threaten a t  
least three areas each turn. This British setup on 
the first turn is therefore extremely threatening; 
they are threatening to box the German fleet in 
from turn 1, before the Germans have France as 
an alternate bag .  As a result the Germans must 
maneuver go as to free themselves; breaking this 
British blockade is the first matter of importance. 
(This ignores the -Mediterranean, where the Brit- 
ish dare not venture until they have made mreful 
preparations to overcome the powmful Italians.) 

To heak the British blockade the G e r m s  
must either escape to  the South Atlantic - 
winning the battle there - or win in either the 
North Sea or Ba~ents. The South Atlantic scheme 
suffers because it will split the German fleet - 
the powerfulBismarck and Tirpifz wiU be block- 
aded in Germany as they enter the game, and the 
German fleet will be unable to reunite except in 
the North Sea under the guns of an alerted and 
superior British fleet. The Barents, on the other 
hand, is a fortunate area in which to fight due to  
the German air coverage there offsetting Allied 
cmrier strikes. 

The only other mnsideration - trying to gain 
the upperhand in ship kilI ratio - is not tempting 
to the Germans, since their fleet is weak in killing 
ability before the arrival of the big battleships. 
They do have to be careful of getting into an  
even attrition battle, however, in which the 
British would pull ahead in shipkill ratio. 

Examining the Fuzzy Wuzzy numbers for the 
British deployment, the B~itish are weakest in the 
Barents - thanks to the failure of the Queen 
Elizabeth to make it there - in both battle- 
winning and killing abiIity. Attacking there, the 
Germans should have a 3:2 advantage in both - 
with the added advantage that as the battle turns 
aginst  the British the Germans should be able to 
pick off stragglers and increase the British loss. 

So we strike in the Barents! For such a crucial 
battle, the free point in the Baltic will be ignored 
- the whole fleet will sail, with U-boats in the 
van. This gives up something in the strategic 
U-boat war - statistically, probability dictates 
the U-boats wiU take casualties without even 
remaining in the area, but every additional 
chance for victory is worth taking when the 
whole fleet is a t  stake. The U-boats would 
probably be ineffective in any area, given the 
British set-up; if they weren't needed to help the 
fleet, their best bet would be to just wait and 
build u p  strength this turn. But they a*e needed. 

The Italians have split to hold the Mediterra- 
nean and offer the fewest targets t o  the inevitable 
British airstrike; the point being to prevent attack 
of more than two of the more mobile cruisers. 

Battle Strategy - The U-boats will be com- 
mitted to rid the Barents of the Ark Royal before 
air strikes are launched. The German airdrikes 
will be used to  hit the main British battle line in 
hopes of disabling a major surface vessel. 3:2 
odds is no guarantee of success, after d! We will 
ignore the Ark Royal during our airstrikes and 
during the first round of surface combat. We 
want to sink the Ark Royal in the interests of the 
U-boat war, not spare her with some silly 
"disabled" that drives her back to port after 
having dons all the damage she can. 

BATTLE OF THE BARENTS SEA - 
ASW: The British have 9 dice rolls and 

manage to  sink 1 U-boat and disable the other 
two. 

AIRSTRIKES: The Ark Royal contingent hits 
Gneisemu, Scharnhorst, and Blucher ; disabling 
the former. The German land based air attacks 
the Hood, Renown, and Repulse; sending the 
latter back to Britian. 

SURFACE COMBAT: 

Attacker - Target - Fire - Results - 

Blucher Renown 6.3 Sunk 

Renown 3 - 

. . . . . 

The British, finding themselves on the wrong 
end of a 7+:4 firepower ratio disengage in two 
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separate groups; the Sussex staying with the 
crippled Hood while the Suffolk and Exeter 
cover for the Ark Royal. The German pursues 
both groups, sending the Hipper against the 3 
ship carrier force while his slower pocket batt le 
ships engage the Hood. 

ROUND 2 

Attacker - Target - Fire - Rewhlts - 

Lut zow Hood 6.1 Sunk 

MEDITERRANEAN -- 
AIRSTRIKES: British land based a h  has 

great success vs. the Italians sinking the Andrea 
Dwin and damaging the Pola. 

GERMAN POST BATTLE COMMENTS - 
Having lost both of my battlecruisers to 

"disabled" results, it was neceswy to mn- 
centrate on the British battleships first - with 
acceptable results. The British attempt to  die 
engage left me with too good an outside chanw 
against the Ark Royal to  pass up. Although the 
odds in this particular pursuit are definitely in 
the British favor, the fruits of a German upset 
are just too much to  ignore. If I can roll two 
"4'1, .'51., or "6's" before he can roll one 5 or 
6 the Ark Royal is forfeit. 

Analyzing the just completed turn through 
the medium of Fuzzy Wuzzy point losses we 
find that the Germans lost 13 battle points, 5 
killing points; British 34 and 25 respectively; 
Italians 14 and 12. The Germans have gained 
outside the Mediterranean but the situation 
there is still strong enough to deter the British. 
POC: +I  Axis. 

NEUTRAL COMMENTARY - 
The British player's g a s p  of the overall 

strategic necessities of the game is basically 
correct. All 3 of the general strategies he has 
outlined are viable. Unfortunately, his execution 
of those strategies leaves something to  be 
desired. 

I am a proponent of the wnwvative 
approach whereby the British secure the North 
and South Atlantic and the North Sea on the 
first turn and then move to complete the 
blockade 5 y  adding the Barents Sea on the 
second iurn. This not only limits the German 
mea of operations but a h  wsts him the chance 
to use his fust turn airstrike. I am not sold on 
this strategy however as it nearly forces the 
German to conserve strength and only delays 
the date of the decisive battle when the two 
antagonists will eventually tangle to determine 
the outcome of the game. The strategy of luring 
(or forcing - dependent on your point of view) 
the Gerrnan to give battle early is definitely a 
good one. Equal attrition of forces may well be 
the best British strategy so my comments will 
be limited to  the implementation of the strate- 
gy, rather than the course of action pursued. 

Attempting to send the Queen Elizabeth to 
the Barents was an unfortunate choice. When- 
m r  the British player stretches his forces t o  
cover 4 areas he is giving the German a better 
than even shot somewhere. He can't afford to 
lose a single ship prior to wmbat.  This is 
especially true on turn 1. At least aftw turn 2, 
ships which fail the two area voyage to the 
Barents can base in Russia from where they are 
guaranteed passage into the Barents on following 

turns. The failure of the Queen Elizabeth to  
arrive made the Barents an  overwhelmingly easy 
choice for the German player. If you are trying 
to force the German into giving battle by 
covering all accessible areas you want those 
meas t o  be as equally divided in strength as 
possible, given allowances f o ~  those areas you 
must hold and those you mind Iosing least. The 
British player did not take into considexation 
that the Barents was a more tempting target 
due to  the quality (speed) of the ships which 
defend it, the availability of German air mver, 
and its importance in the blockade of Germany. 
The Queen Elizabeth should have been dis- 
patched to  the North Atlantic and all 8 cruisers 
sent t o  the Barents where they were guaranteed 
to  arrive. This would have made the Barents the 
most powerful battle winning f o ~ c e  on the 

board. With 18 firepower factors spread over 11 
vessels (not munting the Ark Royal) it is 
unlikely the German would have entered the 
Barents. If the German is t o  risk ships in a near 
even battle he needs to get POC fox his trouble 
and a venture into the Barents against this force 
might well leave him with both ship losses and 
a POC deficit. 

This leaves the German player with roughly 
3 even choices when you consider that prob- 
ability dictates that one of the 2-2-5's 
shouldn't make the Atlantic. The South 
Attantic is made the weakest area for a reawn. 
Disabled ships will be foroed to a neutral port 
and subject to possible entrapment on turn 2. 
In any wse, barring successful refueling at sea, 
the German fleet wil l  be divided on turn 2. In 
any case, you can take solace in the fact that 
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he is losing a t  least one PC€ by  not leaving 
anyone &hind to  garrison the Baltic. The 
battles offered a*e all probable German wins - 
yet they are against slow, heavy British ships 
with plenty of killing power. It is unlikely that 
a German first turn force engaging any of them 
groups di escape unsmthed as nearly happened 
here. The 4-4's can not only mete out punish- 
ment but take it as well and are apt t o  be 
saved, albeit damaged, by "disabled" results. 
These forces are much better suited for the 
battle of attrition the British seek to wage than 
the sleek forces sent to the Barents. To steal an 
overworked phrase, the Gmrnans are likely to 
win the battle but lose the war. But under any 
circumstulces, if a ship is to be taken out of 
the battle before it arrives - make the German 
take the chances, not the B~itish. Remember, 
he's the one being blockaded. 

My disposition has two seeming drawbacks 
- 3 weaker ASW defene and increased chance 

I 
of carrier loss to surface action. Both alleged 
drawbacks are deceptive. All areas stiU have an 
ASW strength of 7 which is enough to irrfict 
casualties. It is ~ 0 1 t h  an occasional POC to  
k ~ p  the U-boat fleet down in numbers. Onm 
built up sufficiently, they can wreak havoc with 
any blockade. Better to deal with them now 
piecemeal than be confronted later with a full 
strength unwsea  arm. Tempt him to commit 
them prematurely. The carriers CWI all be hit on 
the first round of surface combat due t o  a lack 
of screening ships, but the matchups are not so 
one-sided that the British couldn't win a battle 
or inflict more losses on the German fleet if fine 
is diverted from the British battleline to aink 
the carriers. British fire should be  aimed at the 
fastest German ship to enable carriers a chance 
to escape h later rounds. 

Given the British player's unfortunate set-up, 
the German response is entirely co~rect. To do 
other than attack the Barents would be an 
unforgivable omission. The decision to strip the 
Baltic of a garrison is probably correct in view of 
the probable need of another fast ship to pursue 
the Ark Royal. However, the German player is 
subject to criticism for his wasteful disposition of 
the U-boats. Probability dictates that they wiU be 
of no use against 9 ASW factors. The battle is 
neither so close or crucial as to justify this 
premature thinning of the ranks. The U-boats 
should not have been committed, but rather b a  
up for their inevitable strategic use against the 
blockade. Some argument could be made that 
the German should have switched some of his fire 
onto the Ark Royal after observing the relative 
ineffectiveness of the British fire, but that is 
largely a matter of conjecture. 

The British decision to disengage with only 
2 cruisers in support of the Ark Royal is not as 
dumb as it looks on first inspection and can't 
really be criticized in light of what transpired. 
It is in a sense an "upping of the stakes." 
Having lost the first round of the engagement, 
the British player is daring the German to  
pursue into an uneven battle hoping t o  f d y  
sink a German vessel. The rewards of sucoess 
are so high that the Hipper correctly follows. A 
justifiable gamble for the German and an 
acoeptable one for the British only because it 
did not backfire. Leaving the Sussex behind 
increases the Hood's chances of survival by 
dispersing German fire. Together, they manage 
to take down the Graf Spee before both are 
sunk. Both players are guilty of faulty gunnery 
direction here in my estimation. The German 
would have looked mighty foolish had his 2 
shots on the Hood yielded a "disabled" rather 
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than another hit. A11 6 shots should have been 
placed on the Sussex, insuring a maximum salvo 
on the crippled Hood in the third round. The 
British player, for his part, wouId have increased 
the Hood's chances of survival had he split his F I  
on two ships rather than concentrating on the 
Gmf Spee. The increased chance of sinking the 
Spee with a second shot is miniscule (5%) and 
does not offset the advantage lost had he rolled a 
mmbination of two "5's" andlor "6's" (an 11% 
probability). 

In summation, both players have made two 
errors of judgement in the opening round with 
the British strategic placement far outweighing 
German mistakes. Yet, the results of the first 
turn axe indecisive. An effective airstrike on  
Italy has resulted in overall losses which are a 
veritable toss-up and considering the British 

goal of attrition - almost cause for celeb~ation 
despite the superior quality of the British losses. 
I t  is stiU either player's game, but Turn 1 
belongs to the German even though no knock- 
out punches were thrown. 

BRITISH TURN 2 - 
Unfortunately, I got only one kill in the 

Baents which was not enough for the mdce 
of 3 ships, although the Italian airstrike has 
evened the losses somewhat. I would rather 
have had the kills against the Germans however. 
I still am tempted to hurt him in the Barents 
by sending up a large force but have chosen to 
wait until turn 3 when I can base in Russia and 
will Rave the services of the Russian fleet. I 
dislike giving him 3 free areas, but I think it 
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&st to wait a turn before attempting to retake 
the Barents. I'll have most of my reinforce- 
ments in by turn 3 and will be  ready to  retake 
either the Med or the Earents. 

GERMAN TURN 2 - 

The British me contesting only two areas that 
the German fleet mn get to, and in both the 
British would have superiority in both battle- 
winning and shipkilling ability. The Germans mn 
not afford to sortie into such strength and will h 
content with the open areas for this turn. Even 
the South Atlantic is defended enough to  make 
Italian cruiser sorties and U-boat attacks un- 
attractive; the U-boats will build strength and the 
Italian fleet will split t o  minimize the effects of 
the British air strike. 

The British attack against the old Italian 
battleships portends British incu~sion into the 
Mediterranean in the near future. POC: +2 Axis; 
Total: +3 Axis. 

AIRFTRIKES: The British land basecl air 
athcks the Fiume, Giulio Cesare and Caio 
Duih with no effect. 

NEUTRAL COMMENTARY - There is little 
to criticize. The German would be a fool to 
venture against this stacked defense and the 
British player is quite mrrect in waiting untiI 
turn 3 before entering the Barents. However, 
the arrival of his third turn reinforcements is 
more than offset by the German's gain of the 
Tirpitz and another U-boat. The important gains 
are the availability of the Russian p o ~ t  and the 
possibility of a m ~ t i e  by the Russian Baltic 
fleet. The loss of 3 fast ships in the Barents last 
turn will hurt when the inevitable swing north 
must take pIace. 

I can't believe that the British player is 
seriously considering contesting conk01 of the 
Mediterranean after his first turn. The only time 
to  even mntemplate that is during the 4th turn 
after 3 very sucoesxful air attacks. With no 
punches thrown, this turn is a draw. 

BRITISH TURN 3 - 
I've split my blockade force into 3 areas, 

one being the Barents rather than the Med to 
take advantage of the Okt. Revohtia. I can get 
a maximum of +4 PC€ if he doesn't entex the 
Baltic so I'm sure hell s a d  at least two Mps 
there. This still gives me the Barents and +1 
POC for the turn. The German can't get much 
sbonger while I can. He m y  wait a turn for 
full U-boat potential but  I doubt it as not 
utilizing the German fleet while at full strength 
is wasteful. He may well decide to wait a turn 
until the Baltic is cleared. I've tried to dis- 
tribute my strength so that if he does attack, 
the Barents will be fis fust choice and if 
successful he'll gain the minimum point 
advantage. 

GERMAN TURN 3 - 
My strength xatio is at its most favo~able 

point and as the British are trying to  contest 
the Barents this wuld well b~ the turn of 
decision. The British get as much to  the Barents 
as probabmty would lead one to expect. The 
loss of the Emham leaves him with 19 attack 
factors out of a probability of 18.5. 

The British stxength is evenly divided 
between the three areas I mn reach with the 
German fleet. With no long-term advantage to 
be gained in the North Atlantic, that area is not 
attractive, so the German choice lies between 

the Barents and the North Sea. The British are 
weaker in the Barents, and their faster ships are 
at stake to boot; that is the place to  attack. 
The Germans have almost a 2:l  advantage in 
battle-winning abifity and about 3:2 advaniage 
in shipkilling. The U-boats would ahiost 
certainly be wasted in the Barents - too many 
ASW points - and there's a better use for them 
anyway. This looks like a good turn to go after 
the South Athntic with U-boats and the Italian 
cruisers; the odds are better than 3:2 against an 
I t a h  win, but  victory wiU pay big dividends. 
In addition, a U-boat should survive to deprive 
the British of Contxol of the South A t h t i c  and 
enable the Italians to  escape later - possibly to 
the North Atlantic. 

Once more with a crucial battle at stake I'll 
have to give up the Baltic. I want to minimize the 
effect of the British air attack in the Med by 
giving Rim only one weak ship to attack. 
Admi t t ed ly ,  this leaves the unfortunate 
possibility that he can return all the Italians to 
port and rob me of my POC for the Med but the 
odds of this happening are about 170 - 1. The 
preservation of the Italian fleet is worth the risk; 
I am now actively pursuing a strategy of main- 
taining a favorable shipkill ratio. 

BATTLE LN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC - 
ASW The British have 9 ASW rolls but 

succeed in eliminating only 1 U-boat. The three 
remaining subs fire twice on the Ramillies and 
once on the Courageous with no effect. 

AIRSTRIKES: Planes from the Courageous & 
Eagle attack 3 Italian cruisers, sinking the Zara. 

SURFACE COMBAT: 

Attacker - Target - Fie - Result - 

rgwitii~ ' 7 ,  +oh 6,5,%2 3& 
Norfolk Gorizia 4 - 

m a  2 4 
Fiume Dorsetshire 6 Sunk 
$$&,Gb&ii .hlm&3k 3 3  

The Italians disengage and are not pursued by 
their slower adversaries. 

SECOND BATTLE OF THE BARENTS - 
AIRSTRIKES : Planes , from the Formidnble 

and Victorious have remarkable success attacking 
the 4 largest German vessels and administer 2 hits 
on the Bismurck, 4 on the Tirpitz and 2 on the 
Schardwst. The Norwegian based Luftwaffe 
does almost as well attacking the Duke of York, 
King George, and Prince of Wales scoring 2 and 5 
hits respectively on the latter vessels. 

SURFACE COMBAT: 

Attacker - Target - Fie  - Result - 

~~ :W,cMr , 53,4A bet& 
Revulse Prinz Eugen 6,4,2 Sunk 
~ S I ~ , S ~ . ~ ~ -  1 mm 
Prime&%%% . . . . 
Duke of York, Gneisenau 5,5,4,4,3 Disabled 
Cumberland 
wo*w .. :.:S&pnMrst 1 .. -. 
Gneisenau, King George 2,4,4,4,6 Sunk 
Scheer 

Bismarck Duke of  York 2,4,5,6 Sunk 
Scharnhorst 3,4,6 
.Jh!&Eugm .'ag&fvE 5 Wk' 
Blucher . Cumberland 3 - 
@fW " b r n w e  4 QiWM 

THE GENE-RAL 
The British carriers and cruisers disengage and 

leave the crippled Prince of Wales t o  her fate. The 
Germans, all fast ships disabled, can only pursue 
the Prince of Wales. The badly damaged Sckarn- , 
horsr does not pursue. The Prince of Waies goes ! 
down before the massed fire of 12 German 
volleys but scores an a d d i t i o d  5 hits on the 
Tirpitz for a total of 9. i 

MEDITERRANEAN AIRSTIUKE: British 
land based ah attacks the three Italian battleships 
at sea and scores two hits on the Littordo. 1 
GERMAN POST BATTLE COMMENTS - 

The exchange of airstrikes weakens my ability 
to win the battle - my odds drop to just over 3:2 
- but, strangely enough, my ship killing ability iF 
increased relative to the British. After the British 
1st round it is clear that the carriers will get 
away. To attack the extra carrier I would have to 
attack every British ship of the line - and Prince 
of Wubs might escape, disabled. I would ~ather  
guarantee the battle and concentrate on crippling 
British surface strength. 

Be has disengaged as I expected. I don't want to 
risk the Schumhorst in pursuit, but he'd have to 
get very lucky to sink the Tirpitz (a 2.5% 
chance), so she will pursue - and perhaps draw 
away fire that might well sink a pocket battle- 
ship. POC: 0; Total +3 Axis. 

NEUTRAL COMMENTARY - 
Despite the stand-off in PO€, this turn has 

been a disaster for the British. Six of their fastest 
vessels were lost including 3 prize battleships. , 
The Axis losses (2 Italian, 1 German cruiser) are 
insignificant in comparison. Although the British 
have maintained their carrier (and thus ASW) 
strength, they are fast losing the ability to stand 
up to the German in a surface battle. 'The 13 hits 
of accumulated damage may crimp the German 
style for awhile but will not prevent the Germans 
from fielding an almost perfect fleet on turn 5 - 
in plenty of time to contest the passage of 2 of 
the vital Murmansk convoys. 

The British have only themselves to blame for 
their misfortune as their disposition invited 
disaster even had the Barham arrived on station 
in the Barents. A much safer move would have 
been to abandon the Worth Atlantic and rein- 
force the Barents with all the cruisers and three 
4-44's. Those 4's which failed to make station 
this turn could have been harbored in Russia and 
been guaranteed in the Barents for all future 
turns, releasing some of the faster ships for duty 
elsewhere. The Ark Royal should reinforce the 
North Sea with the Resolution and RoyaI Ouk 
dispatched to the South Atlantic. This gives the 
British a decisive edge in all 3 areas and wm- 
pletss the German blockade. Even if the Germans 
sortie to France they are still blockaded and the 
British need fear only subs in the North Atlantic 
on turn 4. Dismuraging an encounter on Turn 3 
makes sense as the Germans arepractically at the 
zenith of their strength while the British can still 
look forward to substantial fleet gains and Allied . 
support. To finish the above placement I would 

' 

withdraw the Octiabrsk Revolutia from the 
Baltic. The German has no easy targets - why ' 
give him one. 

This move gives the German 3 more POC for a 
POC bad of 6. But this is the last turn that he 
will be given an area free. He will have to fight 
for the rest at even 01 worse odds. If the convoys 
get through they should provide a narrow 
victory. If the German enters into a major battle 
and loses, the victory could be more pronounced. 
Continually giving the German his choice of  
available battle sites in hopes of extracting even 
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attrition seems to be a losing proposition - 
especially after losing parity on the initial 
attempt. 

Given the British disposition, the German 
reaction is only half correct. Another favorable 
battle in the Barents against the fastest enemy 
ships is too much to pass up and I agree that the 
German fleet shouldn't be split to ded  with the 
Russian incursion. However, handing the Allies 2 
FOC when an easy solution i s  availabb is un- 
acceptable. The German U-boats can guarantee 
that the Allies do not control the Baltic and will 
suffer only .16 probability of a single boat loss 
(as opposed to 1.5 in the South Atlantic), while 
guaranteeing 3 shots at the Okt. Revoktia. This 
move not only saves 2 POC but serves to  conserve 
U-boat strength for more important battles 
against the British blockade. 

Putting the U-boats into the Baltic forces 
withdrawal of the Italjan from the South 
Atlantic, but this move was ill advised anyway. 
As the German player himself confj~ms, chances 
of an Italjan victory in the South Atlantic are 
slim and regardless of the enormous fruits of 
victory this is not the time to gamble. The 
Germans hold a small but marked edge at this 
point in the game. Gambling on  long shots is not 
the way for a leader to maintain his lead. By 
sacrificing the Italian cruisers so early in the 
game, the German is losing the real benefit of 
these ships - their threat value as a force in being 
ready to  pop into the South Atlantic and seize 3 
POC at any time. The cruisers tie down more 
British resources by simply existing than they can 
ever hope to destroy in battle. Taking the chance 
of removing this threat so early in the game in a 
battle so one-sided is a poor move, especially in 

hght of the need for the German subs in the 
Baltic, and the German player's professed 
strategy of maintaining a favorable ship Id ratio. 
The move of the Italian cruisers looks even more 
foolish in light of the half-hearted Axis efforts to 
press the attack despite very poor British ASW 
attacks. Had the Rarnillies been disabled, the 
chances of Italian success would have been better 
on round two than they were at the outset of the 
battie. It is difficult then to explain the Italian 
fire on the Norfolk as other than belated 
recognition of a strategic mistake. 

As to the battle in the Barents only 1 mror 
stands out clearly. The German, having seen the 
British first round fire, recognized that the 
British carriers were going to escape again. I think 
he was correct in choosing to ignore a shot at one 
of them in the intexest of concentrating fire on 
the British surface fleet. That way he practically 
guaranteed the ultimate demise of the M c e  of 
Wales and protected his own fleet from further 
damage. Carriers, without proper swface screen- 
ing, aren't worth a great deal in WAR A T  SEA. 
The British, on the other hand, were foolish to 
take their last gasp shot with the Prince of Wales 
an  the Tirpitz. The chance of sinking an un- 
damaged pocket battleship is exactly 4 times that 
of the Wpibz once the needed hit is rolled. They 
also would have incxeased their own miniscule 
chances of survival by firing on one of the 
undamaged pocket battleships. As events trans 
pired, this decision saved the Gexman a ship. 

Both players used some faulty judgement, but 
the German got in a knockdown punch. Turn 3 
goes decidedly to the German. 

BRITISH TURN 4 - 
My losses in the Barents would be acceptable 

if I had caused more than minimal damage to  the 
Germans. Ill go into the Meditmranean this turn 
for two reason% The heavy damage sustained by 
his major mpihl  ships enables me to get away 
with a smaller blockade force. Furthermore, if I 
can control the Med this turn it will guarantee a 
defection die roll on turn 8 which I'll need to 
pull this out. Now is the time to apply pressure - 
while his fleet is badly damaged. 

Unfortunately, I was unable to get enough 
ships into the Med; the Royal Sovereign, 
Revenge, and Anson all turning back to Eng- 
land. And for the second time Queen Elizabeth 
failed t o  make station in the Barents. The 
inability to gain any American or Russian 
support this turn didn't help matters. Yet, this is 
as weak as he's liable to  get for awhile so now 
seems to  be the time to take my last gamble at 
evening the odds. 

GERMAN TURN 4 - 
The Allies, seeing the direction of the war, 

seem to be abandoning the British cause. At this 
point the Fuzzy Wuzzy strength ratios are under 
1:1 in both battle ability and killing power, just 
against the Germans! With the Italians, the 
strength ratio is just about equal. He better stay 
out of the Med! 

WeU, the British are certainly gambling. 
Clearly, he has his eye on Franoe - his force in 
the North Sea is strong enough to  deter me, 
especially with its enormous ship-killing strength 
- he'd outnumber me 3-2 in shipkilling even 
while I outnumber him (barely) in battle winning 
ability. 

My problem is repairs. Tirpitz can't put to sea 
for two turns, and it really isn't wise to  risk 
Scharnhorst when she probably would be sunk 
by any hit. Committing the Schmnlnorst would 
give me a 2: 1 ratio in battle points in the Barentx 
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- but in ship k i n g  ability the British would be 
almost equal. I'm doing too well to let the 
shipkill ratio slip away from me by even 
attrition. I t  is fortunate that he moved the 
convoy back to the US. 

So it boks  like the Germans will have to plan 
on moving into the Atlantic this turn, which 
means that steps will have to be taken to prevent 
being blockaded in whatever port I  return to. I'll 
have to return to France and use the U-boats to 
free the South Atlantic, or I'll have to return to  
Germany and send the U-boats to  the Barents. 
Since my large German ships will have t o  repair 
in Germany anyway, I'd have to split my fleet 
with the big ships blockaded in Germany. On the 
other hand, freeing the Barents will give me fewer 
POC. Furthermore, the Barents might be able to 
f a t  off the U-boat attack, with luck, while the 

U-boats should strengthen the Italian cruisers 
enough to  control the South Atlantic. There are 
three areas I can free - South Atlantic, North 
Sea, or Barents. The U-boats will probably 
succeed in any of these areas, but the British are 
strongest in the Barents and the North Sea is 
always a more desirable target. I could t r y  for the 
South Atlantic but with the Italian cruisers so 
weak I could easily fail to  pick up the POC 
anyway; and I want the Italians to seal the doom 
of the Mediterranean fleet anyway. Relying on 
the South Atlantic would mean that my sortie 
fleet would have to return to France to  be  free - 
and then the German fleet would be split, since 
the big ships must repair in Germany. It is far 
better to free the North Sea: then with my fast 
sortie ships in France 1. can threaten FOUR areas 
next turn, with a nearly intact fleet. 

Attacking his fast ships is beginning to pay 
dividends. The failure of most of the British fleet 
to make it to the Mediterranean, gives me a 
chance to nail him to  the wall. A11 Italian ships 
will sail for this fight - damaged, cruisek, 
whatever. For my sortie I want oniy fast ships; 
otherwise, somebody might get turned back to 
Germany and tempt Rim into bombing, possibly 
delaying my repairs. They'll return to France. 
With Tirpitz eating up enormous amounts of 
repair, only two ships can repair in Germany this 
turn so wel l  deprive him of any third target and 
move into the Baltic in force. The German side is 
getting the best of all worlds: repairs, unified 
fleet, able to threaten four areas, killing more 
British ships, and lots of POC. 

ASW: The British have 8 ASW rolls in the 
North Sea and manage to sink two subs. The 3 
survivors attack the Glorious and manage to 
damage her with 1 hit. 

AIRSTRIKES: Planes from the Graf Zeppelin 
put an early end to the battle in the North 
Atlantic, disabling the Dorsetshire. In the 
Mediterranean, planes prove less decisive. A 
combination of carrier and land-based air attack 
all 7 Italian vessels and manage only to disable 
the Fiume. German land based air does the same 
to the Norfolk after attacking the lone 3 British 
surface vessels. 

SURFACE COMBAT - 
Attacker - Target - Fire - Results 

W "6&&4dl4pQ W b 8  
6,4,4,2 4 hiis 

Gorizia Kent 
\.ip+ru542 s~B(% 

1 hit 

The second round of combat comes swiftly to 
a close as the crippled Malaya and Kent are sunk 
by the massed fire of 4 Italian battleships. 

GERMAN POST BATTLE COMMENTS - 
In the Med I wanted to get his aircraft mrriers 

for sure before they could run; tPlere was no way 
I could lose the battle after the air shikes, and 
the slow ships could be exterminated at will. 

In the North Sea I wanted to cut down h.k 
area of parity, his ASW capability, so I went after 
the carrier, with some results. 

In the North Atlantic my primary concern 
was to  avoid losses or even damage, since the 
battle was in the bag and the cruiser is not that 
important; thus I used the airstrike instead of 
waiting to blow him apart; he got away but I 
didn't have to risk taking fire. 

POC: Axis +4; Total: Axis +7 

NEUTRAL COMMENTARY - 
The xesults of the turn pretty much speak for 

themselves; four more British ships have been lost 
with no loss to the Axis. At this rate, it's just a 
matter of time before Axis ships put to sea 
hunting for taxgets! The British have lost 13 ship 
to  2 for the Gmrnans and is 7 POC behind. When 
the Americans and Russians fail to answer the 
bell for turn 5 the British player gives up the 
ghost and concedes. With the combination of 
ship losses and POC gain this turn the German 
has rendered the knockout punch. 

The German coup de gras is first rate. Moi 
POC muld conceivably have been gained b 
moving into the S. Atlantic with U-boats ma 
Italian cruisers, but the actud Axis move is better 
in the long mn. 
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I have seen many games of WAR AT SEA and 
although a few are won outright in the early 
going it is relatively rue to see one conceded 
before the 8th turn. That is not t o  say that the 
British play was ali that atrocious but rather that 
a combination of mistakes and dice rolls did him 
in. I have seen him play far stronger games of 
WAS on other occasions, however, including 
everal in which he bested me. 

Although the course of events preceding Turn 
I forced him into taking drastic measures I can 
not agree with the strategy pursued on this final 
turn. The veIy thing which gave the German his 
initial edge; i.e. inability of a slow ship to arrive 
at a posted station, cast the British again. 
Apparently one lesson was not enough. If you 
can't afford to lose a ship prior to battle when a t  
parity with an opponent, it follows logically that 
you can hardly stand to risk 5 when you're 
decidedly weaker than him. The attempt to move 
into the Med cost the British a full third of their 
killing power tied up at British docks while Axis 
forces had a field day. 

I can not see, even assuming optimum travel 
die roils, the wisdom of putting an inferior force 
into the Med. Sending two carriers t o  the Med is 
a waste of airpower and pure folly in any case t o  
rely so heavily on airstrikes when failure costs 
you the carrier. I maintain that the British 
player's best chance lay in attempting to  hold the 
3 westernmost areas with roughly equal forces 
~ n d  gambling that he could luck out and win a 
major battle with inferior forces. The odds were 
lefinitely against him but a chance for victory 
remained if he could get the convoys through. 
rhe move to the Med was akin t o  calculated 
ruicide. 

The German player's summation tells much of 
the story: "I think the British player lost because 
sf the way his ship-kill ratio went, particularly 
with regard to his fast ships. When the time mme 
to maneuver, he was forced to  gamble on 
deploying dower ships - and he tost. At  that 
p i n t  the game broke. Turn 4 was the obvious 
killer but in a subtler way the British lost on turn 
3 when he lost the heart of his fast ships - and in 
a way his doom was foretold with the Ioss of those 
few crucial ships on turn 1 - ships that could 
have turned the tide on turn 3." 

In all fairness, there's a part of the story that 
remains untold and which undeniably plays a 
major role in any WAR A T  SEA game. - 
LUCK. An extremely cursory examination of 
the dice rolls was made to determine just how 
fair lady luck was in this instanoe. By admission 
this study is h d l y  proof positive of the overall 
luck factor of the game. No attempt was made to  
count 4's which became S's, or 5's which became 
hits for undamaged German ships. Neither was 
any attempt made to  study the success rate of 
ships moving through two areas - or the relative 
value of hits once ~oUed or hits wasted against an 
already sunk target. What we did do is total the 
numbr  of dice rolled for each side during 
combat and calculated the number of 5's and 6's 
rolled. This study revealed 17 "5's" and 15 "6's" 
rolled by the British in 97 rolls which is shghtly 
above average luck for 5's and slightly below 
average for hits. The Germans, on the other hand, 
rolled 17 "5's" and 25 "6's" in 95 die rolls, or a 
whopping 26.3% hit roll average when only 16.7 
can be expected. The disabled results were aIso 
slightly above average for the Axis player. 

This study can hardly take credit away from 
the German for the victory for his was definitely 
the superior game. However, it becomes a little 
easier to understand how the game degenerated 
into a rout given the German's average roil. 0 

THE REST OF 
THE CALCULATION 

by Robert Beyma 

The THIRD RElCH combat results table bears 
some interesting analysis. The 2-1 is probably the 
most important attack in the game. While not a 
guaranteed victory, it is so close to one that most 
players take 2-1's for granted along their paths of 
conquest. The numerous counterattacks make 
analysisa bit more complicated than on convention- 
al CRT's. We will be primarily concerned with the 
probability of victory and the expected attacker 
losses. The defender will always be eliminated 
except on an A-Elim roll. 

First, let us examine the probability of each 
possible result. The initial iteration (the first 
attacker roll followed by the first defender roll) 
produces the following results: 

P(ful1 exchange) = 116 = 116 
P(CA exchange) = 113'113 + 116'113 = 116 
P(A-Elim) = 116'1j6 = 1/36 

I P(D-Elim) = 1/3+1/3'112+1/6'1/6= 19/36 
/P(noresul t )  =1/3'1/6+1/6*1/3 = 1 / 9  

I When you get a no result, you must go through a 
second iteration and so on. Mathematically this 
becomes 

The 1-1 attack is a bit more difficult to analyze 
becau~e the CA odds may vary depending on the 
Factors involved. Usually the CA will beat 1-2 or less 
since the  defender is nearly always at least doubled 
on defense. This almost invariably produces a 
victory for the attacker. The rough spot on the 1-1 is 
that there is at least a I 16 chance of an A-Elim. Full 
exchanges. a 11 3 chance, tend to be very costly. Be 
careful to include an extra piece in your 1-1's so that 
you will have a piece left over to advance into the 
hex. This leaves about a 516 chance of winning the 
terrain. Not a bad chance but expect a lot more 
losses than on 2-1's and 3-1's. 

Let's use the Polish defense problem presented 
in contest #69 (Vol. 12, No. 4) as an example for our 
computations. Against this defense an initial 2-1 
attack may be made against Warsaw. The attacking 
force will consist of two 3-3 infantry units plus l la i r  
factors. The two Polish air units are counteraired. 
For optimum results a 5-1 against an adjacent 1-3 is 
set up. This attack will only have to be made if both 
3-3's are lost in a full exchange. An armor unit could 
then exploit into an unoccupied Warsaw. 

. . 

This experssion reduces to P(tota1) = 1.125 P(initia1) 

Ex~ec ted  Losses = .1875(24+6)  + .03125(60) + 

Therefore. the actual probabilities become: These results are slightly less favorable than the 
P ( f u l l e x c h a n g e ) = 1 j 6 ~ 1 . 1 2 5  = , 1875  solution featured in the magazine because of the 
P ( C A e x c h a n g e ) = 1 / 6 x 1 . 1 2 5  = ,1875 increased accuracy of the calculations due to the 
P(A-Elim) = 1 / 3 6 x 1 . 1 2 5  = .03125 iterations. 
P(D-Elim) = 19j36x1.125 = .59375 Let's also examine a slightly different defense. 

1.00000 Mnve the 1-3 from Brest-Litovsk to the hex 

Thus. the actual probability of losing a 2-1 becomes 
1/32 and not 1/36 as one might initially expect. 
Hence we see why the 2-1 is so often taken for 
granted. 

The next step is to determine the expected losses. 
Actually, this is quite easy to do once the 
probabilities have been calculated. Merely figure up 
how many BRP's you would lose on each type of 
result. 

a= fusses on a full exchange 
b= losses on a CA exchange 
c= losses on an A-Elim 

Expected Losses = . I  875 (a+b) + .03125 ( c )  

An interesting feature is that the full exchange result 
will usually contribute more to the expected losses 
than the A-Elim. 

The 3-1 is a guaranteed attack with about 35% 
less expected losses than the 2-1. The probabilities 
of each result and the expected losses can be 
computed in a similar manner to the 2-1. These 
results are: 

P(ful1 exchange) = . I 7 1 4  
P(CA exchange) = - 1  143  
P(D-Elim) = . I 1 4 3  

1.0000 

Expected Losses = , 1 7 1 4  (a) + .I143 (b) 

While the 3-1 is clearly superior to the 2-1, the 
offensive player in THlRD REICH can rarely 
afford the luxury of 3-1's on his major attacks. 
Limited resources, too few hexes from which to 
attack, and enemy defensive air will usually limit the 
major attacks to 2-1 or even I - I .  

.... . .  

northeast of Warsaw. The optimum method of 
attacking this defense is to 2-1 the 2-3 and to attack 
Warsaw with a 3-1 exploitation attack. Note that 
the 3-1 attack will not be made if the 2-1 fails. The 
best tactical disposition is a 4 6  + 4 air factors 
against the 2-3 and (3) 4-6's and 12 air factors 
against Warsaw at 3-1. 

P(victory) = ,96875 (or 31/32) 

Expected Losses = .1875(12+6) +.03125(20) + 
.96875 1.1714(16)+ 

The results are consistent with the contest solution. 
However, there is more to these calculations than 
one might have thought. While the back door 
approach is 0.05 BRP cheaper for the Germans it 
does have two advantages. First, it forces comrnit- 
ment of the German armor to the east if Poland is to 
be conquered on turn I. Second, the probability of 
no German losses in taking Poland is reduced. The 
moral is that there are frequently other considera- 
tions besides expected BRP losses. 

1 hope that 1 have given some insight into 
analyzing the THlRD RElCH combat results table. 
While one does not normally stop a game to make 
precise calculations, players can develop a feel for 
the risk and expected losses inherent ina certain line 
of play. The 2- 1 is the attack to use to get the job 
done. 3-1's are nice when you can afford them. 1-1's 
are not bad but save them for really important 
situations when you cannot get a 2-1. 
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BUT WHAT IF ,y.ic,ard.am,,en 

RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN VARIANTS Once any sea movement fails(i.e., the transport- 
1, ARTILLERY CORPS: add the following units ed unit is "sunk" without landing), that side may not 

to the game: use ANY sea movement on that sea for the 
remainder of the game. 

RUSSIAN GERMAN: 
available '43 available '45 111. ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIC 

SCENARIOS 
Any or all of the following variations can be 

instituted in a game of RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. 
Set up the game and proceed normally until the 
game turn indicated in each variation-at that point 

available '44 available '43 the indicated player may choose whether to trigger 
that variation. 

These units are not reinforcements-they can be 
taken as replacements, starting with their dates of THE DISTRACT'ON 
availability. When taken as replacements each unit Hitler decides not to invade the Balkans. The 

counts as an armored anards unit. Greek and Crete campaigns do not happen; ltaly 

when defending t{ese units use their remains tied up in Albania, Balkan politics are less 

factor normallv (the number in oarentheses'r. favorable to the Germans, and the British, undis- 
, . 

tracted by the Greek campaign, are able to 
When ATTACKING, in addition to attacking concentrate on Rommel. 

with their combat factors these units ALSOincrease After the Russian setup but before the German 
the odds of the attack. Each attacking artillery unit setup the German player decides whether toemploy 
raises the odds one level-i.e. a 5-1 becomes a 6-1. this section. If he does: 
More than one artillery unit can attack the same 
target, raising the odds one level for each artillery 
unit; however, if the German artillery unit and 
Stuka attackthesame target(s), thecombat oddsare 
increased only 3 levels-the effect of the artillery 
unit is lost. 

Artillery units move and attack like infantry 
units of their respective armies, attacking units in 
their ZOC on both impulses. 

SPECIAL: The Russian player can make an 
automatic victory attack if the attack includes an 
artillery unit. 

11. SEA TRANSPORT 
There is no limit to the number of invasions each 

side can make in the Black Sea during the game. 

I .  The game starts with the March( April 1941 
turn. The German player sets up and then rolls for 
weather normally, but if "snow" is rolled Axis units 
are NOT halved because of supply-the "first 
winter" mentioned in the supply rules is always the 
winter starting in late 1941(early 1942. (If the 
players agree beforehand, they may use the 
historical weather-Mud.) 

2. Rumania and Hungary are neutral and 
cannot be entered by Axis nor Russian units. 
Neither side can trace supply through either 
country. 

Rumanian and Hungarian units become avail- 
able as listed on the German OB chart, but they 
must stay within their respective countries, at least 
one hex away from any border. The Axis player may 

move them normally, subject to the above limita- 
tions. 

As long as Rumania remains neutral, the Axis 
player may not use Sea Movement in the Black Sea, 
and the Russian player does not have to roll for his 
sea movement-Russian Sea Movement automati- 
cally succeeds. Also, as long as Rumania is neutral 
the Axis player does not get any replacements for 
the Rumanian oil well. 

Rumania and Hungary enter the war immedi- 
ately as soon as the Axis player controls all three 
Black Sea ports. At that point all the above 
restrictions disappear, and units may entertleave 
Hungary and Rumania normally. 

3. Remove all Italian units from the game. 
4. All German units must set up in Poland and 

can attack only the appropriate military districts on 
the first impulse. The German 1 Ith, 30th and 54th 
infantry corps (formerly in "Rumania") are not 
restricted and may attack any Russian units they 
can get to on the firat impulse. 

5. The German Fleigerkorps is not wrecked at 
Crete and the Germans do not discontinue their 
parachute training. T h e  following units are intro- 
duced into the p m e :  

available at start 

a .  German paratroop units may dropduring 
the first impulse of any clear weather turn; they may 
drop intoany non-woods, non-mountain hex within 
8 hexes of a German Army Group HQ. On the turn 
they drop they must start the turn off the board- 
they may move off the west edge of the board by rail, 
sea or normal movement, and they may be kept off 
the board as a potential threat. They may k 
dropped repeatedly. 
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b. German paratroop units may land in 
enemy ZOC. 

c. German paratroop units may land on top 
of enemy units! In this case they attack only the 
stack they land on top of-while in the same hex 
with Russian units their ZOC does not extend into 
adjacent hexes and they do not have to attack 
adjaaent Russian units. However, if they do land on 
top of Russian units, all those Russian units rnust be 
eliminated or retreated out of that hex-if in the 
same hex with Russian units at the beginning of a 
second impulse, a paratroop unit is immediately 
destroyed. 

d. German paratroops have to trace supply 
Like other Axis units. 

e. Paratroop units can never be replaced. 
f .  At the start, the German parachute unit 

may set up in Poland or off the board. 
6. The Russian player doubles all Archangel 

replacement rolls. 
7. For purposes of determining victory, both 

players control Budapest as long as Rumania is 
neutral. 

THE RUSSLAN REACTION 
Stalin decides whether to bring the Siberian 

Army west to defend against the Germans. 
Reinforcements arrive earlier, but with Siberia 
stripped of troops the Japanese are tempted to 
attack. . . 

1. At the start of his March/ April 1941 turnthe 
Russian player must decide whether to bring the 
Siberian Army in early or not. He cannot later 
change his mind. If there is no March/ April 1941. 
turn--i.e., if the German player did not activate 
T H E  MEDITERRANEAN DISTRACTION" 
above-then the Russian player cannot activate this 
section. 

2. All Russian reinforcements listed as arriving 
on the East edge during 1941 arrive one full turn 
earlier than scheduled. 

3. If the Russian player activates this section 
then the German player can activate "THE 
JAPANESE GAMBIT," below. 

THE ITALIAN SELLOUT 
Hitler decides not to send the Afrika Korps to 

bolster Mussolini's feeble war effort. I tdy with- 
draws from the war and the British commit their 
forces to "roundup"-the 1942 invasion of Europe. 

1. Immediately before the Gerrnan May 1941 
impulse the German player decides to abandon the 
African project and commit Rommel to the Eastern 
Front. 

2. The followinn unit amnears as a reinforce- - . . 
ment in July 1941 : 

GERMAN: 

3. Two German nanzer corns rnust moveoff the 
west edge i f  the bo&d in ~av.1942 or the German 
player Gses the game. ~ h e s e i r e  in addition to the 
SS panzer corps (or substitutes) that must leave the 
game later. 

4. All Italian units are removed from the game. 
5. The Russian player gets to roll a die for extra 

replacements each turn that he controls at least one 
Black Sea port. This starts in September 194 I and is 
in addition to the Archangel die roll. 

6. The German player gets replacements for the 
Rumanian oil field even if Rumania is neutral. 

THE JAPANESE GAMBIT 
With the Siberian Army sent west, the Japanese 

are tempted to attack Russia. Japanese formations 
are diverted from southeast Asia for the attack, and 
the British holding the Indian subcontinent are able 
to concentrate on establishing a Russian supply line 
through Persia and the Caspian. 

OPTION FLOW CHART 

* MEDITERRANEAN DISTRACTION 
German Choice 

. 
RUSSIAN REACTION CANNOT DO RUSS. REACT 

Russian choice March I941 
* m 

AUTOMATICALLY 

JAPANESE GAMBIT CANNOT DO JAPANESE GAMBIT 
Gerrnan choim Dec. 1941 

Regardless of the above, 

* ITALIAN SELLOUT 
German choice 

Do not use option 

TUNISIA OR NOT TUWISZA CANNOT DO TUNISIA 
Gerrnan choice Nov. 1942 

Regardless of the above, 

* PUTTING THE BULGE ON THE RUSSIANS 
German impulse Sept. 1944 0 

* indicates options the Gerrnan player can take regardless of earlier choices. . . 

1. This section can be activated only if the 
Russian player has activated "THE RUSSIAN 
REACTION" above. The German player decides 
before his December 1941 impulse whether the 
Japanese will attack Russia. 

2. Starting in December 1941 the Russian 
player must send one of his replacement units to 
Siberia each time he gets replacements. These units 
are kept in a separate pile: they are not surrendered 
butmay not be taken as replacements again. If the 
Russian player is not able to divert one of his 
arriving replacements he loses the game. 

3. As soon as he has sent 40 factors to Siberia 
the Russian player need not send any more. He can 
send more if he wishes: however, he may never send 
more than one replacement unit per turn (and only 
repIacement units may be sent). 

4. As soon as the Russian player has sent 60 
factors to Siberia, on his next turn he may start 
bringing the Siberian units back. These units are 
brought back one unit per turn and appear as 
replacements. He may continue to bring them back 
until all have returned; he need never send units to 
Siberia again even if he dips below the 40 factors. 

5 .  A British supply line is established through 
the Caspian. The Russians get anextra replacement 
die roll every turn they control Astrakhan, starting 
in May 1943. 

TUNISIA OR NOT TUNISIA 
Hitler decides to abandon the Mediterranean 

when the Allies land in Afrika. German forces are 
evacuated or not committed; but the Allies are not 
tied up in the Mediterranean and are free to execute 
"Bolero," the 1943 invasion of Europe. 

1. This section cannot be activated if the 
Germans activated "THE ITALIAN SELLOUT' 
above. The German player decides whether to 
implement this section before his November 1942 
impulse. 

2. All Italian units are removed from the game. 
3. The Hennan Goering panzer corps appears 

as a reinforcement in January 1943. 
4. The two SS panzer corps must be removed in 

May of 1943 (instead of 1944). 
5 .  The German player gets an extra armored 

replacement in 1943. 
PUTTING THE BULGE ON THE RUSSIANS 

Hitler decides to employ his scraped-up reserves 
against Russia instead of against the Allies in the 
Ardennes. 

I. The German player chooses whether to 
implement this before his September 1944 turn. 

2. A11 panzer corps withdrawn earlier in the 
game appear as reinforcements on the O a o k r  1944 
impulse. If not already in play, the Herman Goering 
corps also appears. 

3. On his November 1944 turn the German 
player gets to take replaoements. 

4. The German player must win, or he loses. A 
draw counts as a Russian win. Q 
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THE GAMER'S CODE 
OF ETHICS 

All is Fair in Love and Wargaming 
by Jirnmie Long 

I started wargaming back in 1960, when "war" 
was just another word, when GETTYSBURG and 
TACTICS I f  were still just games. After sixteen 
years and a couple hundred opponents, it sometimes 
appears that, while wargamers are decent enough 
peopIe, like any other group sharing a common 
interest, I wouldn't want my sister to marry one. 

That highly tempered competitive edge shows 
itself across the table altogether too often, not so 
much a burning desire to winas it is a determination 
not to lose. The figures suggest that most wargames 
are played solitaire because of the difficulty finding 
opponents. I submit that the difficulty finding 
opponents is very much a matter of not wanting to 
find them, of being unable to stomach some of the 
behaviors we've all seen. 

While conscious cheating is extremely rare, so 
are manners and courtesy equally scarce. Too often 
a wargame becomes more a matter of intimidation 
and attempting to establish a sort of moral 
superiority over your opponent than a test of 
opposing strategy and tactics. Moral and psycho- 
logical factors are crucial in the real thing, and 
crucial in a good simulation, but they don't make for 
a very fun game. A certain amount of decorum is 
required in all relationships-even an orgy has afew 
conventions-so, for the sake of conversation, I'd 
like to suggest a few common sense notions to 
bridge the behavioral gap between simulations for 
blood and games for fun, just enough to blunt the 
disagreeable edge on our competitive spirits. 

SOLITAIRE GAMES: Who cares? Go ahead 
and roll until you get that D-ELIM. The main 
problem with solitaire games is that they're so 
prevalent. Slightly inaccurate readings or interpre- 
tations of the rules become strong habits and 
convictions. The inevitable result is a disagreement 
during a face-to-face game. We owe it to  each other 
to accurately know the rules as  issued, as well as the 
official revisions. If you bend or ignorecertain rules 
during solitaire play, at least be aware of what 
you're doing. 

AMONG FRIENDS FOR FUN:You and the 
guy next door have a couple of hours to kill before 
the ballgame on TV, so you trot out good old 
STALINGRAD. This is not the time to get all 
excited, not while the enemy is taking all of two 
minutes to make his moves and is just as involved in 
shooting the bull a5 he is in shooting your counters. 

AMONG FRIENDS FOR BLOOD: Your 
consideration here should be at a maximum. 
Friends get mad, sure, but they also get hurt. Losing 
an opponent is one thing, but losing a friend isn't 
worth it. A serious game against a friend should be 
treated as tournament play-be careful. 

AMONG STRANGERSFOR FUN: I seriously 
doubt there is such a thine. 

AMONG STRANGE% FOR BLOOD: k t  it 
out in degrees. I favor reciprocating aggression. If 
my opponent does something tacky, so do I. If be 
does it again, I do it twice. Let your conscience be 
your guide, but let your conscience be suitably near- 
sighted. 

MAIL GAMES: Common courtesy requires 
that your moves be made quickly and accurately. 
Also, think long and hard before agreeing to a 

PBM-it represents an enormous investment in 
time and energy. Be sure you will stick it out to an 
agreeable conclusion. 

TOURNAMENT GAMES: Formal play 
should be characterized by a high level of profes- 
sionalism, if that's what you want to call it. Know 
the rules intimately. Play yourown game and play it 
well, ignoring as long as possible the antics of your 
opponent. Just don't lorget that the lessons of 
Fischer vs. Spassky were not lost on many wargam- 
ers. 

SACRIFICING VIRGINS: The gap between 
even a novice wargamer and somebody playing their 
first few games is astounding. Simulation games are 
so far removed from what most people are used to 
that there's almost no transfer of whatever the 
beginner learned from other games-well, here's a 
gameboard, on a table, and there's a die which I 
suppose we'll sooner or later roll, and that's about it. 
Make sure the rules are reasonably clear to the 
beginner, and don't trounce him too thoroughly or 
too quickly. Also, be certain to explain and 
demonstrate the technique of "soaking off'. This 
second nature gaming tactic looks very suvpicious 
and very illegal to the uninitiated. 

Dice throwing tun approach the status of an art. 
Out of the hundred or so rolls in a game, three or 
four well4osen creative tosses can prove decisive. 
When playing for blood or in a tournament, it 
would be considerate for opponents to shake the 
dice in a cup. This is somewhat a bother, but the 
question of artful throws does not arise. 

The expenditure of movement points during 
complicated or critical maneuvers should be 
counted out loud, factor by factor, so that nodoubt 
of legality should exist after completion of the 
move. This courtesy seems appropriate in any face 
to Face game. 

It is always proper to question a move if you feel 
a rule has been violated or misunderstood. Chal- 
lenge in a civilized manner, such as "l'm not certain 
about that last move . . . could wecheck therulesr' 
Something like "Not a chance, turkey . . . back it 
up there" is not particularly civiIized, but is often 
appropriate. 

In general, 1 would not think it proper to 
concede defeat in a close game. In STALING RA 0, 
if all your German armor is  wiped out by the second 
turn, by all means throw in the towel while there's 
time to start another game. But don't quit when the 
game is half over and itsjust 60-40 that you'lllose. A 
wargaming victory must be earned to be satisfying; 
don't deprive your oppoent of either the pleasure of 
winning or the responsibility of earning his victory. 

For the sake of saving time, offer to claim a 
certain victory rather than play it out to the last 
excruciating moment. Its really a drag to wait 
around four turns while some nut brings up all his 
troops so the final attack will be madeat 9-1 instead 
of 7-1. 

Finally, Avalon Hill literature repeatedly 
suggests that disputes be settled by a friendly roll of 
the die. 1 agree. Get on with the game. Leave debate 
to the post-mortem where everybody concerned can 
fully exercise their 201 20 hindsight. However. just 
make sure that the "friendly roll of thedie" is made 
from a cup. 

Q 
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wargame industry predicated to a very large 
exrent on mail order sales to a small, prolific 
body of hard core enthusiasts. Without retail 
distribution to attract fringe buyers, these 
companies must depend solely and repeatedly 
on the  hard core for their revenue. Their only 
new customers are those brought into the  hard 
core by contact with AH or SPI. Even the latter 
depends a great deal on direct mail order sales. 
While we could exist quite nicely on retail alone, 
others have t o  publish more and more games for 
sale to their smaller audiences. They have no 
choice-it is publish or perish. Older games do 
not generate enough revenue to keep them 
going; after they've reached the  saturation point 
with the  hard core they cease to function a s  
sources of revenue and often a re  discontinued 
or phased out relatively early in their potential 
life span. This is all over simplified of course but 
should suffice for readers to draw their own 
conclusions. 

I can sympathize with Dave lsby when it 
comes to answering off the  cuff questions on 
games he designed. M y  gaming these days a s  a 
professional whatchamacallit is limited almost 
solely to playtesting and evaluation of new 
games. By the time I've finished my develop- 
ment chores on a game I have probably played it 
50 times. Generally speaking I don't want to play 
it again right away (WAS is an exception). In 
other words, I can't s ay  with any degree of 
certainty that  I could answer every question that 
arises on games I've workedon either. Continu- 
ed playtests and a f ew passing years tend to 
cloud one's recollections of another game's 
rules. It is little short of unrealistic to expect a 
designer to address a problem he hasn't thought 
about in years, just because you played the 
game last night. if you disagree, try working out 
a calculus problem for old time's sake-after 
all-you learned it back in the  twelfth grade 
didn't you? Fair is fair. 

'Whose  publication is not unreasonably 
biased towards itself?" Do you realize you just 
contributed to our "chest thumping"? Of course 
we are biased. We wouldn't beworth much if we 
didn't think our stuff was  the  best, but we try to 
be objective and not stand in the way of others 
doing their own thing. I don'tthinkthe hobby will 
self-destruct. I do believe it is undergoing some 
very fundamental changes. I believe we will s ee  
continued polarization of consumer support and 
that those enthusiasts who emphasize playing 
games over replaying simulations will find a 
stronger than ever hobby under the  AH banner. 
This is why w e  emphasize customer service SO 

much. We don't sell you a game and then forget 
about you. We provide free opponents wanted 
advertising, announcements of interest to the 
hobby a s  a whole, tournaments, AREA ratings, 
and a comprehensive study of the  games 
themselves in the  GENERAL. None of these 
features make money. All serve the wargamer. 

That's our opinion-what's yours? 
@ 

e from the  Mail Order Depart- 
30 hex sheets  with normal half 

ted on one  side and '/so hexes 
back. The pads are useful for 
wn games, making hex overlays 
or generally sketching moves 
The pads are available from 
ent for 81.00 plus postage. 
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INCREASING INFANTRY FIREPOWER 
SPECIAL PANZERBLITZ INFANTRY TACTICS RULES 

by Norman Beveridge, Jr. 

The following rules should work equally well in 
both PANZERBLITZ and PANZER LEADER. 
Treat them as Optional rulesand use them when you 
like. 

(I)  BARRAGE FIRE: Most 'H' and 'M' weapons 
may use barrage fire. This attack occurs in the direct 
fire phase, and in all ways counts as a direct fire 
attack, except as modified herein. This attack can 
also occur in the opportunity fire phase. '(H)' and 
'M' units may also employ barrage fire in the direct 
fire mode. Flak units may not use barrage fire (see 
list of these units with the special CRT). 
(a) A player may use barrage fire against any hex, 
including vacant hexes, as long as the attack units 
satisfy all LOSILOF limitations. Place a barrage 
marker in any hex so attacked. 
(b) Units in a hex attacked by barrage fire are 
affected individually. Total the attacking factors, 
taking into account all TEC and WEC effects for 
each defending unit individually, and compute the 
odds as usual. Note that all attacking factors count 
against each defender individualIy. 
(c) Resolve all barrage attacks on the barrage CRT. 
In addition to any effectsfrom that CRT,all units in 
a hex containing a barrage marker lose of their 
movement points, except for units with movement 
of I .  Any unit, friendly or enemy, passing through a 
barrage hex, loses I movement point. The barrage 
marker remains in the hex until the end of the enemy 
turn. 
(d) Soft (non-armored) units in a barrage hex may 
not attack in any way. They may defend normally, 
but may not use opportunity fire. 
(e) In  addition to WEC and TEC effects, units 
using barrage fire get the following bonuses: 

WEAPON Multiply Attack Factor By: 

Thus a German 81mm mortar using barrage fire 
would attack with 15 attack factors, before WEC 
and TEC effects. 

(2) SWEEPING FIRE: Units with'l'class weapons 
may use sweeping fire. This may occur in the direct 
fire phase, and in all ways counts as a direct fire 
attack, except as modified herein. This attack may 
also occur in the opportunity fire phase. Flak units 
listed on the special CRT may also employ sweeping 
fire. 
(I) A sweeping fire attack may be directed against 
any hex (except towns) which contains soft (non- 
armored) targets, as long as the attacking units 
satisfy all LOS/ LOF rules. 
(b) Soft units in the hex receive the attack in any 
manner, singly or in combination, just as in a 
regular direct fire attack. All WEC and TEC effects 
apply, and each defending unit may defend only 
once. Armored units are unaffected by sweeping 

UNITS Multiply Attack Factor By: 

All other types 5 

Thus a German submachine gun unit could use 
sweeping fire to attack with 24 factors. 
(e) Infantry units may use sweeping fire up fo their 
maximum firing ranges, but the bonus only applies 
to short ranges. Submachinegun infantry units get 
the bonus only at I hex range. while all other 
infantry units get the bonus at either I or 2 hex 
range. All other 'I' class units, and the flak units, 
may use sweeping fire and get the bonus up to their 
maximum range. 

(3) INFANTRY QUICK MARCH: All lnfantry 
units may use quick march. Units employing this 
rule get a movement bonus. 
(a) Units may use this in two ways: 

( I )  by ending the move with a CAT attack, 01 

(2) strictly as a movement bonus. 
(b) Units using quick march as a movement bonus 
only may double their movement rate on any given 
turn. On the following turn, the unit must return to 
its normal rate. For scenarios lasting more than ten 
turns (one hour), units can quick march only five 
times every twenty turns (two hours). Optionally, 
the unit may elect to triple its movement rate, but in 
this case it would end its turn dispersed. In addition, 
any unit using triple movement may not move at all 
for two turns following the movement; it may 
attack, though. 
(c) Units using quick march to make a CAT attack 
may double their movement rate. In the following 
turn. the unit must occupy the defender's hex if 
possible. If not, the unit may not move at all. Either 
way, the unit may not move in the second turn after 
the CAT. It may attack, though. 

SWEEPlNG FIRE AND BARRAGE SPECIAL 

(d) Note that except in the case of dispersal, rules 
(b) and (c) above do not inany way restrictthe unit's 
ability to attack, only to move. 
(e) Any unit using quick march has its defensive 
factor halved (round down) for opportunity fire. 
( f )  Units using quick march to CAT may not use 
the road movement rate. 
(g) Units may not quick march through heavy 
forest hex sides, or through slope, gully, river, or 
swamp hexes. 
(h) Units which particpate in CAT along with units 
using quick march are in no way restricted by these 
rules, as long as they did not use quick march. Only 
units using quick march are affected. 

iPLOMACY WORLD is a quanerly magazine 
n Diplomacy which is edited by Walier 

chanan, R.R. #3, Box 324, Lebanon, IN 
052 and subsidized by The Avaton Hill Game 
rnpany. The purpose of each 40-pageoffset 
ue is to present a broad overview of the 

ostal Diplomacy hobby by printing articles on 
ood play, zine news. listing rating systems, 

me openings, and printing a complete 
riant game and map with each issue. Subs 

re $4.00 with single copies $1.25 each. 

Orders for DIPLOMACY WORLD must 
ade payable to DIPLOMACY WORLD and s 
t h e  editor's Indiana address. 

. .. 

CRT 

ODDS 
Die 3-1 5-1 
Roll 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 4-1 6-1 7+-1 

NOTES: Units may never suffer elimination when attacked using this CRT, since only regular dispersals 
occur. Also, these types of attacks never have any affect (as far as CRT results are concerned) against 
units in forts, fortifications, foxholes, etc. 
d =dispersal - = no effect 
Certain 'H'class units, in particular flak units. may use sweeping fire, but may not use barrage. They are: 

fire. Germans: 20mm, 20(4)mm. 37mm, Sdkfz 23411, Wirbelwind, 32mm, Sdkfz 233. 
(c) Resolve these attacks on the Sweeping Fire Russian: none, 
CRT. U.S.: 40mm, Recon HQ, Churchill Flamethrower, Buffalo. 
(d) In addition to WEC and TEC effects, units get 
the rollowing bonuses: British: Bofors. 20mm. 
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Letters to the Editor ... 
Dear Mr. Greenwood: 

Thc Design Analysis article on Average 
Losses by Mr. Gearyin thtmostrtc?otissutofthe 
GENERAL (Vol. 12. No. 6) makes some state- 
mtnts thnt I d o  m t  agree with. In his first 
p r a p p h ,  he bemoanb the fact that luck has to 
playa part in warpmesandstates that suchgmmes 
will neverattain n high level ofnerious competition 
kcaur of tht luck lactor. Perhaps this is true if 
thcdcsrre is to restrictthegame toasmallgroupof 
experts who will b t  compcting with cach othcr. 
Howevcr, if thc h o k n s  are t o  be broadened and 
m @me is to appeal to a larger group of playen. 
then the problem is not t o  tliminatc luck but to 
lind the proptr bltnd of luck and skill that will 
allow the better player t o  win most ofthc tirnc, ytt 
give tht  ksb than cxptrt p r son  the possibility of 
coming out on top. 

In my opinion, chess is a vcry dull gamc unless 
i lk  played by roughly equal competiiors who nre 

In serious wmpetition, which mertns high or 
unlimited stakcs, a vcry high kvcl of ability is 
r e q u i d  8 d e  skilb involved are a small pn 
probability tnowltdgc and a vcry large amount of 
psychology. Die roll wwgarneg in addition to 
involving thc ability to m m t  the pieoes properly, 
also require some probabiiity knowled8t and a 
dcgrcc of p s y c h o l o p ~ ~ l  awareurn. Granted, a 
singIe roll of the die may change tbccoursc ofthc 
gsmc dramatically. For example, if the 1 in 6 shot 
at k n d i n g  out Britain succMdr. that is luck. If it 
bapptntd against mc and my opponent was a 
wildman orjust unthinking. I'd curse my fate, but 1 
should be conttnt in th t  knowlcdgc r l l  btat thc 
character a t  kast 5 times out of six. On the other 
hand, i l  my German opponent made a well 
rensontd mow b m u s c  h ~ w a s  behind a t  that stage 
of the match and the attempt appeared t o  be his 
only chance to reverse the m u n c  of cvtnts. thcn 
l'd l i l l  c u r r  my fatc, but I hope Iwould havc the 
courtesy to h p  my hat to a very skiHful player. 

I think that THIRD REICHhas built intotht 
gamc design a very excellent wmbination ofluck 
and a variety of &kills. I am intcrertd in th t  BRP 
or economic strattgy as  it rdatcs to the military or 
nctory mndition strategy. It seems to me that in 
the campnian aamc uanicularh, tht economic 

self in regard to wargamin& 1 have been "into" 
wargaming For nearly five years. I currently own 
48 gamcs, and hold subscriptions to both The 
GENERAL and MOVES. 1 have invegtod consid- 
trablc tirnc and money in my hobby, and 
gewrally, I feel both were well spent. During my 
fivc years of gamin& 1 have never playtd an  
oppomnt. t have k e n  btrictly a nalitaire gamer. 

in view of the above. and the receipt of Vol. 

Dear Sin: 
1 noticed your title survey inthe lategt issueof 

the GENERAL, and I could not &st the 
opportunity t o  s a d  you my choices for possible 
new games as  well as  gome cornmtnta crmming 
existing gamcs. I haw bcen playing your g a m  
sinw 1961 (1 now own 19 of them!), and my 
intertst in wargaming has gown over the ycara I 
intend in becoming more actively involvtd in 
wargaming as soon aa 1 complete my graduate 
s tudis  in civil and geological cnginaring early 
ncxt war. As a m u l t  of the distraction from my 
studies, 1 have not b ~ n  a b k t o  playas many games 
of somc of your mkases owr the past five ycars ma 
t o  be able to comment inttlligcntly on t h m ,  e.g., 
PANZER LEADER. ALEXANDER, or revised 
CHA NCELUIRSVILLE. 

However. k i n g  that I am a dcvotc. of dassic 
and campaign gum=, 1 have played your r m n t  
rrleases RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. THIRD 
REICH, and 1776 n tvml  times, each witb m t  

13. No. 2. of KJie GENERAL. 1 felt coipclled t o  
wnt t  thisletter. Isubscribed to  theGENERALfor 
two reasons. First and foremost in for the Series 
Rcplay. I greatly cnjoy following tht  action asthis 
is the only 'opponent' 1 ever have. If I d o  not 
happen to  haven game that is featured in the S e r k  
Rcplay, 1 go out and buy it. 1 was gievoudy 
disappointed witb theseries Replay of DIPLOM- 
A C Y  in Vol. 13. No. 2. It indicate6 a l o rd  
disrcaard for the averme warpamer who does not 

also reasonably gobd.~ll might havca w ~ d e r a ~ ~ e a l  
it there were a luck element involved. In t he realm 
olcard gamcs, mntract bridge is the most popular, 
both soci~lly and on a lournamcnt ltvcl. One of 
the rcasons lor this is the blend of luck and skill 
whereby an average pair can takt  on two cxpcrts 
and beat t h m .  This is tme in rubber bridge and 
also pair duplicate tournamtntb. 11 won't happen 
vcry often, but it does occur. 

A good measure of a trueexpert is th t  ability 
Io lake a run of bad luck and atiU prevail. In 
THIRD REICH. if the 2 to I attack on W m a w  
shouM result in a E c m n  climination, iust think 

have; plethora ofopp&ent&, and whodepends on 
each k u c  of fie GENERALfor amaior nortion - .  
of their warpme enjoyment. 1 am of the opinion 
that thig type of garner constituter a conbiderable 
portion of your marka. Also, the DIPLOMACY 
Replay was totally u n n K w r y  due to the many 
alternatives opm to  Diplomacy fann. 

My second reason for subscribing to m e  
GENERAL is for tbe Oppmnentp Wanted page, 
Sioec my subscription h p n ,  there havcken  only 
two El Paso mddresses listed, and when checked. 
both wcrc no l o w  Wid as thc pcrsom h d  
apprently moved. This k n o t  your Fault ofcourse. 
but I would likt to know thc time diffcrcntial 
between submission of an  o p p o m u  wmnted 
lrqutst arid its printing in The GENERAL 

1 notice that the major articles in Vol. I3.No. 
2 arc ccntcrcd on your most popular RBG rated 
game, WSBIM. This in apparently an attempt t o  
bws t  thc sagging ratings of recent wues of The 
GENERAL, but the attempt failed, in my mind at  

tnjoymnt. 1 believe of all my A H  gmm (iaabo 
own STARFORCEwhih  l am crazvaboutl that 
my favorite is now RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. The 
more &a(& reinfmernenl oountm for thc 
Soviet Army and the cxrcn~ion of playing time to  
the end of the war o r  1945 an whmc impmvc- 
ments to that favorite dassic STALINGRAD. 
1 rtalitc that RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN is an 
tntircly new p m e  ratber than a revised edition of 
STALINCRAA but I reaily think you should 
have ineludul th t  lands rule on frozen rivers aud 
lakes as  this adds an  interesting dimension to 
winterstrategy snd'play. I haw o e o t h e r  thought 
o n  an  existing game w b i b  t hope you will 
consider. 1 beluvc tbat th t r t  should bc a hater 
system for getting the strategicmlly imporrant 
countries of T u r k y  and Spain into the THIRD 
REICH game without r d n g  t o  i n A o n  or a 
lucky role of t b t  variant die. 1 have played edsevel 
pm where the Axis had spectacular early 
m m s  iocluding capture of the eastern M i t e r -  
ranean. Under such d rcumptan~s ,  I cannot but 
btlitvt tbat Turkey would have ioined the Axii 

. . -  . 
considerations are of primary importance from 
the beplinninr! throuah at  len6t 1941. or the challenge to the German player to try and 

recover From the blow. Incidentallv. t k  d d s  of 
- -  - 

Thc multi-playa game requires the careand 
Feeding of n partner (called diplomacy) in order to 
k t t p  that character from blowing your whole 
game design. If he happens t o  be the French 
player, in a six player game, he may not take 
kindly to the oonctpt that Franc? is going to  fall 
anyway, so why not use the French forces, 
particularly air and naval, to attrition the kvia 
BRP strength to the fullest extent pos&ible. 
However, with "a little bit of ludt" thcrt may be 
only five players available so that he can get back 
in shortly to move the U.S. force-of couinc 
under your mmrnand. 

this attack failing arc not I in 36, bui closer t o  1 in 
32. Although on the initial attack and c o u n m t -  
tack peries, the ~ r o h b i l i t v  of thc  oriainal attacker 
bcing tliminatcd la I in 36+ there &e four cases 
~114Rofthenossibilitiesl whertthtattackwillmcd 
to be reptaicd. whichehanga thc or igt~nl  odds. 1n 
Lhtory there is the possibility ofan infinite serieg of 
attack and counterattacks, no that the probability 
of # w a s  or failurc can only b t  approximtcd. 

Another point on this is if the attacker has 
only one unit involved and ~ u c f c a  i6 measurtd by 
beingablc tocliminatc the enemy unit and NCUW 

the he& then the probmbility of failure o f a  2 to I 

Itart by inclusion of t h c ~ ~ l o m a c ~  Ilepky,and I 
would @ve the igsueasawholearmtingof7~ best. 

William R. Nightingale 
Lynnwod,  Wash. 

attack is tvcn ~ G t t r .  ~ h i a  because anexchange 
on either the attack o r  counterattack effectivelv 

Paul Bidwcll 
El PasoPaso TX 
ED. NOTE Mmny reodcrsJeIr rlresamear youdld 
tn respect 10 the h l c I w ~  of so mwh space for 
coverage of DIPLOMACY. &care of tkls aud 
aLso dw ;a ;hc ficr rhat we now~ubxidize arrenrire 

powerz. l c anno t  &mittedly.co&ivcofasimilar 
situation cxc?nt oomsiblv a su~ceagfulSeelowe that eliminates tkat tacking unit. ~n THIRDREICH. 

for a Germmn 4-6 to aneck a Rwim 1-3 (doubltd 
on dtfcnst) a t  2 to I odds is economically foolish 
became tht  German playa is risking 8 BRPs 
against I tor l w  than a 2 to 1 chmnce of suc~bb .  
The military s t m t t ~ y  may o w i d c  the economic 
considerations, but this should be a rare caw. 

In Volumc 12. No. 5 of thc GENERAL. Mr. 
Saha, in his article on THIRD REICH, pointed 
out that a I t o  l attack is not so bad sincc 
muntcmttacks must come at  basic rather than 
directed d d a  This also is relative to the unim 
involved. A +6 going against a 2-3 (doubled) has 
kPg thanaMWchanceofsucces9; bowever, ifthree 

would have 'd;anged *~rrmco's mind towards 
neutrality. Still, I belicvt that a ruk should be 
irveludcd sucb that these countries might Em4 
enter the w as hi& nllies ii the Axh coque r s  
certain o b j e n i w  such an the Suez c a d .  Of 
course+ the Axia in such a situation can easily 
mnquer Turkey in anridpation of using it as  a 
springboard for invasion of the Caucamus, but 
sucb a situation would surely M u e m  Turkey ia 
join the Axib. 

One last point wncrrning THIRD REICH. I 
believe t h t  you should consider serious BRP 
lossea for lo& of the Caucasus oil fklde by Rusaia 
and thc lorn of thc RumuniBn fielda by the 
Germans. Both of these wunvies  relid heavily 
upon their renponivc oil ficlds and muld not ham 
fought for many moot&, if tbmt long, without 
tbem. In the caae of t k  Sovim, I d o  not klim 
tbat they muld have developed Siberian oil 
( ~ s u m i n g  they ktlnv about t k  dcposas then) or 
that we could havee!Tectivelr supplied them bv nca 

Dear Don: 
In the Nm.-Dm. 75 Vol. I2 No. 4 issue ofthc 

GENERAL I bee you are offering the 2ndedition 
of rules for your p m e  1776; $2.00 plus St 
handling, ctc. 1 feel I'm hang  mewed over by 
having to pay for somethingthat damn well m n ' t  
my fault by notbeingin the rule6 whenlpurchmsed 
the p m e .  ~eleastyouguysmulddoisprint thc9 
rule changes in the GENERAL and help take care 
of thort who take care of you by rubscribii.  

1 feel the GENERAL should be the tool in 
which materid such mn this should be relayed. I f 1  
had to  pay $250 for a 2nd rulcp rditionfor cvcry 
game I own. I would be laying out approximately 
$150.00 No ttrankr. I don't necd that kind of 
loyaliy. 

magnzine (DIPLOMACY WORLD) which w 
dewredenrirelv to coverwe ofthe DIPLOMACY 
game, articl@s&rrorning DIPLOMACY in the 
GENERAL will be compdrallwly few and far 
h r w n  As lo rhe Opponcnu Wunred adwrriw 
menu. they are um~IIy iwcrrd k f o  rhe next 
issue bur rhwe m M n g  a prinrlng rdwdlhse may 
:Ir m o d f o r m  longapfotrr rnonrhs. Mmr adsare 
rrpproximateIy two monlhs old, huwewr. 

3-3's attack a lone 2-3 (again doubled so  that thc 
d s #  1 to I) thmthcchanceolsucccssis83%or 
5 to 1. Inaddition, ofcourse, rheeconomic(BRP) 
and militam lobicetiveb) mnsidcrations occd to be 

Dears Sim: 
**- 

It is, and has k e n  for two years, apparent 
that the "Realism"  buff^ have fmaliy m w e d e d  in 
conoucrioa the 'Plavabilitv* bd€s in w a m m c  

" . .  . 
wtighed in determining if such an attack is 
worthwhile. 

It is the p w e r  of a properly executed 1 t o  
I attack that poscs a threat to Britain and forces 
h e  British t o  keep a rewonable defenbive for= 
availublt. Tht  rulc changcs in Vol. I I, No. 6 

ci&. l t  ieem that ;he &tory hag been urmlar 
t b t  Avaion Hi3 Gamc Co. and THE GENERAL Ed. Lcisinpr 

Laurel. Md. 208 11 have fallen into their bands. Kudo6 on your win1 
Howtvcr, mcthioks that you should rtcoosid- 

with s f i c i en t  psol ine  and iubr&ts t o  have run 
their war mechint. I wouldsu~nest a leas of ZOJD 

moderate thig wmewhat, but if the Allid (British) 
player dcfendr unrcalistieally, Gcmn can et 

.W. No?@: Everybody is entirled ro their opinion. 
w your position as  vinual "Didator6" d the 
hobby. Tht increased cmphabis onrcelinm(to the 

about 4 l o  1 odds a t  eliminating Britain from the RcludrnRrhefeNow buryou'~~beipapPY lo detriment of playability) has dnvcn many of us 
game. Brimin needs to kotp about 5m of its air 

hear Ihar we lrse lhe DFsigR Am'yk from the rank8 of the hobby. None of your new 
and ~ o u n d  factors available, in addition to the 6 yfrt" "" "" '" Owing emto "@" ' Ihe titles In the past two years has m U y  appealed t o  

BRPs for Russia coming immedutely or within 
one q u w r  aftcr a Gcman  conqugt d the 
Caucasus. A similar o r  Iwger BRP loas rhould 
take plam on tbt Otnnan side if they lm the 
Rumanian oil fields. The exan number of BRP 
l a s ,  of c o u r ~ .  murt not r d k t  t w  adversely on 
-I L1111.. 

replaccmnt countm stackcd in London, to JUrYrr '  

.reduce that chance to l w  than I in 6. Even after 
the playability buffs (The Silent Minoritfl. Sure 
we still have STA LINGRAD. WATERLOO, et 

Lht Gcrman is attackingtlmhere, say in Russia, 
h e  threat k still there so that the British player 
better have in Britain, or immcdiattly rcdcploy- 
able in Britain, the required combat factors. The 
threat will continue until U.S. forccsl arrivc. 

Vol. I I, No. 6 also had a discussion of the 
initktive or who goen first rule. 1 think this k a 
g o d  rult ar ddmd. Thc arithmetic is simple, so 
the only drag on the action is the players 
procrastinating on whcthtr or not t o  cause a 
switch in  order. A playable and realistic alterna- 
tive would be t o  makt t h t  determination during 
thc Yearatart sequence, and have it apply t o  the 
full year. in the real war. Germany did havc thc 
initiative until late 1942 and the Allies thereafter. 

But back to tbe luck factor whii is the point 
of this lcttcr. As Mr. Gcary statcs, chess and 
waraames, such as  THIRD REICH. are not reuUv 

**t* 
Ucar Su: 

I don't havetbe time to write anappropriate 
letter to the mrreEt deprtment, but let it be 
known to the cntire staff thal I think t h i  r e v i d  
rules idea is fantastic. I don't knowhowprofitable 

al, to kotp us bury, but we'd l i e  something tltw 
once in a while too! The current k d  of THIRD 
REICH-type gemcs is Snc, but m a t  of us t i th t r  
work For a living or attend school full-time and 
cannot devote 1 strrright hourn t o  m m e  of 
THIRD RElCH (Hey, you can7 do that! *Sure I 
a n ,  it's rule f i ve -cr -n id~h- two-po in tmbo-  
tbrtc-four of subacction twcnty t h .  DonY you 
c a d  the rules"?) h o k i n g  for m m y  to capture 
Malta ean makc mc two days late for wort! 

A 'Benevolent Dictatorship" would be more 
lo our I i k iw  Us "Playables- cnn become 
dmpndent  t o  the point of suicide when we 
eagerly rush home for our new GENERALS only 
to find the entire kuc devoted ta only two titlcs 
(Vol. 13 No. 2). We tend to  get a sinking fceling in 
our wallets andlor pun=. (t pay for this! ?) 

Please, tolerate us and humor us w t h  a t  lcast 

,,IIIJII"I"IJ. 

Finally, I would like tocomment on yourtitle 
survey. To  attcmpt t o  play tvcry o w  gamc that 
you and S1 have put out in the last few yem 
(besides being fiwacidly d i f f i t )  and maner 
thest games is just i m p i b l e .  A true wargame 
devotee is not going t o  be able t o  h o m e  really 
competent a t  more t h o  a wry limitednumber of 
new r r l r a s ~ ~  per p r .  I am sure you a r t  quire 
aware ofthis. I h o p  thnt Aralon Hill continuts to 
market 5 3,4 new p m e s  p r  year-whatever the 
market ail1 take. t will m i n l y  buy thosc that 
intrigue me, but 1 do not btlicvt I, m most 
wargamcrs arc going to purchase the number of 
games that we have the p a ~ t  few-. We artstill 
trying W muter tbt o m  that vm ham1 We never 
wmpletely learn tbougb . . . 1 h m  j u t  pur- 
c h a d  copitr d your STAR TROOPER and 
P A C F A D  

it ia to y o u m  takt the timt to do it. bu<l feel that 
such revision t o  improve an  already fine product is 
~dmif€#blt.  and the pr im,  for the mmt part, a r t  
equitable. May all your future products be free 
from printing errors! 

Floyd E. Paxton 
Bridgcton. MO 

*m 
- -. 

comparable, but thib docs not mcan that o& 'Ir: one Iwt Good-OM-Fuhioned-How-I-Won-At- Ln-n'r 

involvta ~rcuter  intcllinence than the other. Take 1 w i U  try notto bore you with dctails. but I feel Slalinarad-Unhtablt-ExfcotOn-Al-W Garv K. Obon 
[hat game of'hchince", poker. for example. it necessary to give you ; o m  background on my- ~hursdays-plan-of-mm~onth. 
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m: RIISSIAN CAMPAIGN 

S M C T :  Corps Level Sfmulation of entire Eastern Front; 1941-1945. 

THE RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN was the 28th unplayable terrain to do away totally with 
game to undergo analysis In the RBG and ambiguous hex=, and a set-up coordinate 
surprised even us by ooing immediately to the prinmd directly on the munters and well 
head of the list with a cumulwive rating of organized OB sheets fw easy set-up. Also 
2.24. Although we m o g n i d  TRC as a fine worthy ofcomment isthefine rattngfor Eased 
game we did notexpectthat kind of success. At Understanding-showing that oamers appre- 
least part of its great wu la r i t y  is attributable ciate a 4 pp. rulebwk they don't haveM"wde 
to the small sample caused by its mail-order- through" 
only stmtus. We suspect mail order only games 
such as ANZIO. JUTLAND. etc. do better than Play Balance is actually too good In TRC 
e x w e d  in the RBG in large part due the ~ t h  majority of gemes played b e m e n  
relative inaocessibili~ of the Beme. Those ,pee players resulting In drews. Both this 
whogo tothetrouble order by mail are highly problem and h e  long Campaign Game playing 
intermed in the subject matter to begin with time have been ~ r r e c t e d  in the upeomrng 2nd 
andthus more Inclined to receive the game edition by new -sudden ~~~~h~ vicMly con. 
favorably. ditions and a combination of new scenarios. 

This il nM meant to detract from a fine 
game however. Led by a bsst ever rating in the 
Excitement Level catepw, the game rated m 1. p@ltll 
the tw thlrd of 8 of the 9 categories. Only In 2- b ) p d  
Completeness of Rules was the geme found 
wantingtoany ement. Mast of theambiguities kn~ono 
were answered in the Vd. 13. No. 3 Ouestion 4. Em Un 
Box and all Imholes  wlll be p l u ~ g d  by a 5. 
rewrite of tlm 2nd edition due om in March. 6. 

The fine ratings for Phplcal Quality, 
Mapbsrd and Components are interprated " 
hem as satisfamion h t h  several innovarive #. m. . . . 2.07' 
conceptg such as eliminating the hex grid clver Ib LBnfl. . . .., 4 hr.,45 min. 

TOBRUK: 

Q. May forward observers for off-board artillery 
adjust indireft fire when in full cover (wch as 
under a hedgehog counter)? 
A. Yes 
Q. Can anti-tank guns "in ponee* in light trucka 
iire horn weapon pits? 
A. Ya--as if thty wcrt in wtaponpitswithout t k  
port=. 
Q. May permnnel units in full cover. and thustheir 
idcntily hidden by the limited lntdligcncc rule. bc 
targeted for dlrect or indirecf rue? A d  i f  more 
than one personnel unit i b  undtr full cover. how 
can a targct unit Lx chosen not knowing what any 
of the units are? 
A. No. If the unit fires. or mow into orout of full 
mver, it may be fired upon. 
Q. Can wcapon crcrvs bt  choscn as targas for 
direct (or indirect) fire while they are operating 
their weapons? 
A. Yes 

Q. For weapon pits, may SIX personnel units 
occupy a weapon pit in addition ton weapon and a 
crew? 
A. Yes. This wag a bit obscure in the rules, but a 
weapon pit acts as a htdgchog with the added 
proviso For the protection of weapon units and 
vthielcs. 

Q. May an AFV in a melee hex tire at tnrgcts 
outside of the hex? May i t  be fired upon by units 
outside the melee hex? 
A, Tbc AFVmay fire out of thekx, but itcannot 
be flred upon by outsidt units. 

Q. Arc non-peraomttl units 'lrmen' in m melee 
hex? 
A. No, only pergonnel units. 

Q. I f  the defender ina melee situation is uruicrfull 
cover. what is theeffen of anattacker'sfinal iire in 
melee? 

WARGAMING T-SHIRTS 
The wargaming t-shirts are now available and The back sports an enlarged, silk screened 
although these black and white photos do not version of the Avalon Hill logo. The neck and 
portray the vivid colors and sharpness of the sleewsfeatureattractiveredcollarstopreseni 
artwork voucan takeourwordthattheseshtrts a very pleasrng overall appearance. 
sport an exact full color likeness of wargam- 
ing's mast wldely recognized box cover. The shirts sell for S5.W each plus the usual 

postage charges based on the dollar amount 
of your total order Be sure to specity sizs. 
hry land residents sdd 4% State Sales Tax. 

- Small - Large 

- Medium - Xtra Largs 

A. There would be no final firc keause the 
ddcndtr is under full cover. Thqv would melee 
normally, however. 

Q. I f  the line-of-firc runs cxactly along the 
htxsidt between twowreck hexes. what 1s added to 
the HPN, t l or t2? 
A. Add T to tht HPN. T h e  common hexside is 
w u m e d  to be a pan  of both wreck hcxcs, thus the 
linc-of-fire inttrscets two w r ~ k  hexer. 

Q. May Stukas drop bomb on targets moving 
morc than two htxts wr turn? Are dirwt hits 
rolled for moving targets? 
A. No. Stukn attacks are restrict4 in the same 
manner as othcr typs or indirect fire. 

Q. May vehiiular units mow intolthrough 
cncmy-occupiod hcxcs? 
A. Yea. 

Q. S~cnario two states that pcrsonncl units may 
not fire into hex= contdning other friendly 
p~rsonncl umts. May non-ptrsonnclunitsfirrinto 
hexes containing Friendly units? Mmy perzonnel 
units fire inlo hexes containing friendly vehicular 
andlor weapon units? 
A. No. Friendly units may not fire inta htxeg 
containing lricndly pcraonncl, vchicular. or 
weapon units. T k y  may, however,tire into hexes 
conlaining un-manned w p o n  units and ahn- 
donad, bailed-out, w K-killed A F V k  

Q. Whcnfiring HE roundsat a wcapenunit,dCcs 
the crew receive casualties i f  all of the shots are 
'mimes? In the weapon and the crew opcraling i t  
treated as one target or two seprate targets7 
A. Although not spe~fically stated, a weapomand 
its oprating crew art trtatcd as one target. The 
HE 'misrrcs' would bc evaluated as frag against thc 
crew in g m d  wver. 

Q. I f  a crew ampad to a wcapon unit is in b e  
samc htx but not operating that unit (and 
therefore on top of it), and beth arc in the same 
covcr state, what happens to the cm if tht 
weapon is F-Killed by a dircct hit? 
A. Nothing, cxccpt collateral damage if hit by 
indirect Rre. 

Q. What k the defensive condition of a poneed 
ATG in a wcapon pit? 
A. Same as a non-porteed ATG in a wcapon pit. 

Q. Personnel units op~ratinga heavy weapon unit 
are considered to be in GOOD cover. What about 
when thcy art in a wenpon pit? 
A. Still only good cover . . . 

Q. Whm firing at heavy weapon units with 
weapons of 40mm or smallcr, do= Ihc Burst On 
Targa rult apply to weapons that are hit but not 
F-KLIM? 
A. Yes. 

Q. I r a  tankcrew balls-out, is tht tank considemi 
K-Killcd for victory point purposm? 
A. I n  general 'yes'. But. i f  you're playing with the 
Exwrimental Capture Rules, the AFV is not 
considcrcd K-KiUd and may therefore be cap 
tured. 

Q. in the Fircrihts, art points given for AFY 
crew cagualties? 
A. Not automatically. U r  AFV Crew Countas 
For bailed-out crews and dcddc thcir fatt es 
normal ptnonncl unilb. 

Q. Using the AFV Crew Counter rulc, arc c r tw 
automat~cnlly acquired lor Iirc when thty bail- 
out? 
A. Not automatically; i f  it is diren fir& they must 
be acquired normally, i f  it is indirecl fire, then thty 
would be acqutral by simply switching targets in 
the same hex. 

Q. Can AFV c r m  automatically bJldut of 
undamaged A F n ?  
A. No-what on earth for? ! ? 

Q. Using the 'Bat Aspect' rule, assurnc an AFV 
moves perpendicular to the Mug unit and then 
pivots in the last  he^ ofmovement to l a a  thcfiring 
unlt. I f  tht firing unit firer at the FLANK aspect 
andgetsaTRACK hit, which way would thetarget 
vchick bc positioned? Also, would tbe firing unit 
subtract '1' for firing at tht flank? 
A. The terget AFT would bepositiootdsuch that 
thc Clank facd the tiring unit. Also, '-1' would bF 
subtracted from thc HPN lor tiring at the flank. 

Q. I f  an AFV retnains in the same hex and 
continues to overrun a unit lor stvcral turm, may 
i t  f irt its HG'r as 'Rnal lire' on subsequent turns? 
A. No. R m I  fire v only used during the initial 
turn of overrun 

Q. I f  a friendly A W  is being close assnulttd by 
enemy personnel units, may anothcrlriendly A W  
mttr  tht same Rex and overmn the dose- 
msssulting infantry? 
A. Ycs. Tht only cffec~, however, would be to 
lower the infantry umts' morak by an additional 
four points. 

Q. May a Pzkw-1Ve move onc hex, pivot, and still 
bc ablt lo Ore indirectly? 
A. Ycs. It can only mow one hex, but it can still 
expend two movement points. 

AVALON HILL RBG RATING CHART 
The games ere ranked by thelr cumulative scores which is an arerage of the 9 Eatqorres for eech 
game. While it may be fairly argued that each categoryshould not weigh equallv against theothers. 
we use i t  only as a ~snerslimtiondoverall rank. By breakingdown agame's ratings lnte indivtdual 
categories the gamer isable todiscern for himself where the game is strong or weakin thequalities 
he valuesthemost. Readersare reminded thatthe Game Lengthcategory IS measured in multiplesof 
ten minutes and that a rating of 18 would equal 3 hours. 

1. RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 2.24 1.98 1.85 2.02 2.24 3.07 2.78 2.41 1.78 2.07 28.5 
' r r e ? ~ ~ : ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ : i ; ~ ~  ;go$>< -;j*- ' -~+$b '., 82 

27. GETTYSBURG LM 3.m 3.84 3.64 2M 3 s  5808 4.51 434 3.98 1x6 
F,F$X3>~~~::~W,ii4;m '&& .2tX 2.w. 293 (8.W 0820 Em 9.8 






